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CHAPTER I

!
Introduction

!
A. Background
Lateral Gene Transfer (LGT) is the movement of genetic material between
organisms outside the confines of reproductive inheritance, or in other words, the transfer
of DNA between unrelated organisms resulting in incorporation into the genome of the
recipient. The study of LGT has a rich history, perhaps beginning with groundbreaking
work in the nineteen twenties which showed that living bacteria could acquire properties
from exposure to dead bacteria by the process of transformation (Griffith 1928). Gene
movement by LGT has subsequently been seen to be quite common among prokaryotes,
and transformation of bacteria has become a commonplace laboratory procedure. As
DNA sequencing became more widespread and inexpensive in the nineteen nineties, LGT
began to be inferred in eukaryotes to explain discrepancies between phylogenies based on
individual genes and the expected organismal phylogeny—LGT results in phylogenies
for individual genes which differ wildly from the known ancestry of the organism as a
whole (Delwiche and Palmer 1996; Klotz, Klassen, and Loewen 1997). Ultimately our
ability to resolve the evolutionary history of organisms based on molecular phylogeny is
in part dependent upon an understanding of LGT, its frequency, and which genes it
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affects. Furthermore, LGT is the natural analog of artificial transformation techniques,
which have become greatly important in research and commercial applications, especially
genetically modified crops. The debate surrounding the safety of genetically modified
organisms must remain ill informed until we understand more about the frequency and
likelihood of natural gene movement via LGT, as it is currently difficult to determine how
likely it is that genes artificially placed in genetically modified organisms will find their
way into other organisms via LGT. A better understanding of lateral gene transfer offers
the possibility of insight into the mechanisms that cause it, which may be adaptable as
laboratory techniques. Recent work has made some headway along these lines (Elmer,
Christensen, and Rege 2013). To further these ends, this study attempts to develop a
technique to identify LGT events via a nucleotide-level analysis of publicly available
genome sequences.
This introduction will include a definition of LGT as it pertains to this study, a
discussion of the limitations of scope of the study, and consideration of processes closely
related to LGT that are likely to become involved. The remainder of the chapter will
contain a literature review, a statement of the biological questions addressed, and the
author’s hypothesis.
Lateral gene transfer is defined as the movement of genetic material among
unrelated organisms, outside the confines of reproductive inheritance. It is called lateral
gene transfer to distinguish it from vertical gene transfer, which is the normal mode of
movement of genetic material from generation to generation through reproduction.
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Lateral gene transfer is also known as horizontal gene transfer. The terms are
interchangeable; LGT will be used here throughout. Lateral gene transfer may occur
between members of a species, or between members of distant species, even across
kingdoms. In common usage, LGT implies transfer of protein coding regions. In this
study, LGT will be considered to refer to movement of both coding and non-coding DNA
sequences.
The phenomenon of LGT is well documented and rampant in the prokaryotes.
Although LGT is generally thought to be much less common in eukaryotes, evidence of
LGT in eukaryotes continues to accumulate. The focus of this study will be LGT in
eukaryotes. Of course, this will include transfers from prokaryotes to eukaryotes and
vice versa, as well as LGT between fungi and other eukaryotes. Transfers among the
prokaryotes will not be considered. A subset of LGT is endosymbiotic gene transfer
(EGT), the movement of genes from mitochondria and chloroplasts into the nuclear
genome. This is well characterized, and will not be a focus of this study. Transposons
are parasitic elements of genomes which possess the ability to replicate themselves within
genomes. Transposons can sometimes move laterally between organisms. This process
will produce highly similar sequences in distantly related genomes, which will likely be
detected by any search for LGT. Similarly, viruses sometimes move their genetic
material into and out of genomes and can potentially infect multiple distantly related
species, which could produce a signature similar to LGT. For the purposes of this study,
movements of transposon-specific and virus-specific sequences between genomes will
not be considered because they only contribute transposon or viral sequences to genomes,
!3

without moving any other genetic material from one organism to another. Cases where
viruses move one organism’s genetic material to another will be considered as LGT.

B. Literature Review
There is a large body of research concerning eukaryotic LGT. In this section, a
summary of the literature will be provided, followed by discussion of methods that have
been employed for detecting and assessing possible LGT. It will conclude with
consideration of the limitations of this body of work.
Table 1 shows a summary fifty original research papers that describe detection of
LGT events. This is by no means an exhaustive list, but it should represent a fair fraction
of published work. Transfers from prokaryotes to eukaryotes are known, and vice versa.
There are also transfers from prokaryotes to organelles, from eukaryotes to viruses, from
organelles to organelles, from fungi to plants, from bacteria to fungi, and from fungi to
fungi. Most imaginable kinds of transfers are represented. The majority of these studies
identify one or a few genes involved in LGT, although there are some notable exceptions.
There are 96 potential LGT events identified in the pathogenic amoeba Entamoeba
histolytica (Loftus et al. 2005), 148 in rumen ciliates (Ricard et al. 2006), and 152 in
Trichomonas vaginalis(Carlton et al. 2007). Consequently, several hundreds of LGT
events are represented in Table 1.

!
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Table 1. Summary of previous research. This table summarizes fifty studies detecting several
hundred instances of LGT.
Citation

Recipient
Organism

Donor Organism

Gene(s)
Transferred

Confirmation
Method(s)

Andersson
and Roger
2002

diplomonads

prokaryote

small subunit
glutamate
synthase

phylogeny, gene
order

Andersson et
al. 2007

diplomonads

various

various

phylogeny, codon
usage

Bafana and
Chakrabarti
2008

eukaryotes

prokaryotes

azoreductase

phylogeny,
HMM's, motif
analysis

Belbahri et al.
2008

Bacteria

Phytophtora

cutinase

phylogeny

Bergthorsson
et al. 2003

flowering plant
mitochondria

flowering plant
mitochondria

various

phylogeny

Brown and
Doolittle 1999

bacteria

eukaryotes

GlnRS

phylogeny

Delwiche and
Palmer 1996

plastids

bacteria

rubisco

phylogeny

Emiliani et al.
2009

plants

bacteria

PAL

phylogeny

Felipe et al.
2005

Legionella

Eukaryotes

Type IV secretion
system proteins

GC bias

Figge et al.
1999

trypanosomes

spirochetes

GAPDH

phylogeny

Fitzpatrick,
Logue, and
Butler 2008

Candida

Bacteria

proline racemase

Phylogeny, codon
usage

Gladyshev,
Meselson, and
Arkhipova
2008

Bdelloid Rotifers

various

various

BLAST, sequence
inspection

Goremykin et
al. 2009

mitochondria

chloroplasts,
closteroviruses

various

phylogeny

Hall, Brachat,
and Dietrich
2005

Saccharomyces
cerevisiae

bacteria

DHOD, BDS1

phylogeny

Hall and
Dietrich 2007

Saccharomyces
cerevisiae

bacteria

biotin synthesis
pathway genes

phylogeny

Dunning
Hotopp et al.
2007

insects, nematodes Wolbachia

a various

PCR, sequencing

Harper and
Keeling 2004

Cryptosporidium
parvum

various

phylogeny

prokaryotes
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Citation

Recipient
Organism

Keeling and
Palmer 2001

Donor Organism

Gene(s)
Transferred

Confirmation
Method(s)

cryptomonads,
prokaryotes
chlorarachniophyt
es

enolase

phylogeny,
insertion analysis

Klotz,
Klassen, and
Loewen 1997

bacteria/fungi

bacterai/fungi

catalase

phylogeny

Koonin et al.
2003

eukaryotes and
archaea

bacteria

rhomboid family

phylogeny

Lamour et al.
1994

bacteria

eukaryotes

GlnRS

phylogeny

Leipe,
Koonin, and
Aravind 2004

eukaryotes

bacteria

P-loop NTPases

phylogeny

Liu et al. 2010

eukaryotes

viruses

RDR polymerase,
capsid protein

phylogeny, pcr,
junction coverage

Mackiewicz,
Bodył, and
Moszczyński
2013

dinoflagelate
plastids

bacteria

various

phylogeny, GC
content

Martin et al.
1998

plants

plastids

various

phylogeny

Matthysse
and Deschet
2004

ascidians

bacteria or fungi

cellulose synthase

BLAST, inference

Moran and
Jarvik 2010

Pea aphids

Fungi

Carotenoid
synthesis pathway

phylogeny

Nikoh and
Nakabachi
2009

Pea aphids

bacteria

LDcarboxypeptidase

phylogeny,
BLAST

Nikolaidis,
Doran, and
Cosgrove
2013

Bacteria and
Fungi

Plants

Expansin

phylogeny

Nosenko and
Bhattacharya
2007

chromalveolates

bacteria

various

phylogeny,
BLAST, GC
content

Noto and
Endoh 2004

dicyemid
mesozoans

cephalopod
moluscs

beta tubulin

phylogeny

Novo et al.
2009

Saccharomyces
cerevisiae

Zygosaccharomyce wine fermentation
s bailii
genes

phylogeny,
comparison of
closely related
species

Opperdoes
and Michels
2007

trypanosomes

plants, bacteria,
viruses

phylogeny
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various

Citation

Recipient
Organism

Donor Organism

Gene(s)
Transferred

Confirmation
Method(s)

Ponting et al.
1999

bacteria

eukaryotes

signaling domains

phylogeny

Qian and
Keeling 2001

diplonemids

bacteria

GAPDH

phylogeny

Ricard et al.
2006

ciliates

bacteria

a variety

phylogeny

Rice and
Palmer 2006

cryptophyte and
haptophyte
plastids

bacteria

rpl36

phylogeny

Richards,
Dacks,
Campbell, et
al. 2006

plants

prokaryotes

shikimate
pathway genes

phylogeny

Richards,
Dacks,
Jenkinson, et
al. 2006

oomycetes

filamentous
ascomycete fungi

various

phylogeny

Richards et al. oomycetes
2011

fungi

various

phylogeny

Richards et al. plants
2009

bacteria, fungi

various

phylogeny,
BLAST

Rogers et al.
2007

eukaryotes

prokaryotes

various

phylogeny

Rujan and
Martin 2001

Arabidopsis

cyanobacteria

various

phylogeny

Rumpho et al.
2008

Sea Slugs

algae

chloroplast
support genes

inference,
sequence
comparison

Slot and
Hibbett 2007

Trichoderma
reesei

basidomycetes

high affinity
nitrate
assimilation
cluster

phylogeny

Oomycete,
bacteria

virulence genes

phylogeny

Sun et al. 2011 Chytrid fungi
van der
Giezen, Cox,
and Tovar
2004

E. histolytica

epsiolon
protobacteria

IscU and IscS FeS
cluster assembly
genes

phylogeny

Waller,
Slamovits,
and Keeling
2006

dinoflagelates

cyanobacteria

AroB, OMT

phylogeny

Williams et al.
2006

Schistosoma
mansoni

mammals

albumin

phylogeny,
BLAST

Won and
Renner 2003

Gnetum

asterid plant

mitochondrial
nad1

phylogeny
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There are two aspects of the methodology of LGT research: detection of potential
LGT events, and confirmation of their LGT status. Detection selects among all
sequences in the scope of the study those that may possibly be a result of LGT.
Confirmation then tests each of this set of candidate sequences more rigorously to
determine which are highly probable results of LGT events.
Often the method of initial detection of an LGT event is not well described;
authors focus on the method of confirmation. However, in studies that set out
deliberately to discover LGT, detection methods are often described in detail. Several
techniques appear most commonly— phenotype observation, GC content analysis, Basic
Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) searches, and phylogeny.
In cases where an LGT event results in acquisition of a novel function, sometimes
the event is noticed on basis of phenotype and investigated simply for its oddity. This
only works if the function acquired is unusual for the organism—an organism that can
synthesize or metabolize products or substrates that related organisms cannot. Examples
include pea aphids producing carotenoid pigments, which no other animal does (Moran
and Jarvik 2010), tunicates synthesizing cellulose more typically produced by plants and
fungi (Matthysse and Deschet 2004), and maintenance of functioning algal chloroplasts
in sea slugs by expression of genes usually found in algae (Rumpho et al. 2008). While
this is a source for striking examples of LGT, it is not a method for systematic detection.
GC content analysis as a means to detect LGT is commonplace in prokaryote
research. It can be effective for detecting transfers between prokaryotes that have
!8

substantially different GC contents. This works because prokaryotes have relatively
small genomes consisting mostly of coding regions and having fairly consistent GC
content across the genome—regions with markedly different GC content are readily
detected by software sequence analysis.
Eukaryote genomes are potentially much more heterogeneous in terms of GC
content, and thus resistant to the application of GC content-based LGT detection.
However, in some cases average GC content values for the recipient organism’s protein
coding regions, as opposed to the entire genome, have been established as a baseline for
GC content analysis (Nosenko and Bhattacharya 2007). Furthermore, LGT events from
bacteria to plastids have been successfully analyzed using GC content (Mackiewicz,
Bodył, and Moszczyński 2013).
BLAST searches are a common means of detecting potential LGT candidates.
BLAST allows for rapid searches of large DNA or protein databases for matches to a
query sequence(Altschul et al. 1990). The most common mode of using BLAST involves
creating a searchable database of genes from potential LGT donors, and searching genes
from a potential recipient against the database. BLAST allows for flexibility in terms of
defining cutoff values, which may be expressed in terms of an E value, percent identity,
length, or some combination. Different forms of BLAST are used to accommodate DNA
and amino acid sequences in various combinations. BLAST searches of DNA databases
are used to obtain closer matches, but BLASTP or TBLASTN can be used to compare
sequences at the amino acid level, which can detect more distant matches.
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BLAST searches, while useful for identification of candidate genes, are not in
themselves sufficient to confirm LGT. In early reports on the human genome (The
International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium 2001), claims were made that 223
genes in the human genome resulted from LGT from bacteria to vertebrates. The authors
arrived at this conclusion based on BLAST searches that showed that these 223 genes
best matched genes in bacteria, but did not match genes in other eukaryotes, and no
phylogenetic analysis was conducted. These claims were quickly refuted by researchers
who showed that the putative LGT events were not supported by phylogeny (Stanhope et
al. 2001). Furthermore, it was shown that the number of putative LGTs indicated by
taxonomic distribution via BLAST search decreased in direct relation to the number of
taxa sampled (Salzberg et al. 2001). Consequently it was concluded that the most likely
explanations for the pattern of gene distribution were limited sequence availability and/or
random loss of these genes in some eukaryote lineages. After this high profile erroneous
claim of LGT, subsequent publications have been much more cautious about LGT
confirmation.
On occasion, LGT events have been detected directly by phylogeny construction
without any preliminary detection step. In these cases LGT is invoked to explain patterns
in the phylogenetic trees that deviate from the expected ancestry of the organism. While
these kinds of discoveries are serendipitous additions to the body of LGT knowledge,
developing phylogenies wholesale for large groups of unselected genes is unwieldy and
computationally intensive. Surprisingly, these obstacles have not entirely prevented
employment of this strategy. In one large scale study directed at discovery of LGT events
!10

between plants and fungi, the authors employed Markov chain clustering to narrow down
all the protein coding regions in the Oryza sativa genome to 3177 representative groups.
These were then added to a list of 1689 LGT candidate genes determined by BLAST
search of plant genes against fungus databases, and then a phylogeny was developed from
homologous plant and fungus genes for each of the 4866 candidates in the resulting list.
This must have been computationally intensive, but not as time intensive as the next step.
Each of the 4866 phylogenies was inspected manually, yielding a total of 14 indications
of LGT (T. A. Richards et al. 2009).
Phylogeny is the only widely accepted method for confirmation of LGT events.
Table 1 shows that it is employed in virtually all LGT research. The signature of LGT for
any individual gene is a gene phylogeny that differs from the organismal phylogeny. For
example, in the case of a gene that was laterally transferred from a fungus to a plant, the
gene phylogeny would show that the gene is most closely related to other fungal genes,
and related only distantly, if at all, to plant genes. This disagrees with the organismal
phylogeny, which would show the plant to be most closely related to plants, and very
distantly related to fungi.
Development of organismal phylogenies is non-trivial, not least because
molecular phylogenies are based on genes which are hoped not to have been laterally
transferred. Some studies compare rRNA gene phylogenies, which are thought to
represent organismal phylogenies, to gene phylogenies in order to detect LGT (Hall,
Brachat, and Dietrich 2005). However, such marker genes are not available for all
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organisms. Fortunately, it is not necessary to generate an organismal phylogeny to test
for LGT, and most studies do not. It is sufficient to build a phylogeny using genes
homologous to the candidate gene, taken from a variety of organisms related to the
suspected donor and recipient organisms. Several patterns may emerge from this
analysis. Some indicate LGT, some do not indicate LGT, and some are not conclusive.
Figure 1 shows a variety of such patterns, using bacteria and vertebrates as an example.
In general, if the candidate LGT gene from a given organism groups within a branch
made up only of genes from a distant taxonomic group, LGT is indicated. Figure 1 part A
shows a transfer from bacteria to vertebrates— the human and vertebrate group within
the bacteria and separate from the rest of the eukaryotes. In part B, the transfer is from
vertebrates to bacteria, indicated by the group of bacteria that branch within the
vertebrates. Part c shows a case where there are two forms of a protein, one exclusive to
bacteria, and one that gives rise to the vertebrate form, but no LGT is indicated, because
the eukaryotes group together. If genes from closely related organisms group together,
LGT is ruled out, parts D and E. Part F shows a phylogeny which is ambiguous because
there are no other eukaryotes by which to judge the placement of the vertebrate
sequences. Ambiguous phylogenies generally may result from poor sequence availability
(Stanhope et al. 2001).
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#
Figure 1. Hypothetical patterns of homologous gene phylogeny that might confirm
or deny LGT between bacteria and vertebrates. A indicates LGT from bacteria to
vertebrates, B, indicates LGT from vertebrates to bacteria, and C through E indicate no
LGT, and F is indeterminate. Figure from Stanhope 2001.

!
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All of the studies listed above are restricted to amino acid sequences of protein
coding genes. There are several reasons for this. First, it is difficult to develop the
required phylogenies for non-coding regions, as they are unnamed, relatively poorly
represented in the databases, and not susceptible to amino acid sequence alignments.
Alignments at the level of amino acid sequence are capable of detecting homology at a
much greater distance across time than nucleotide alignments, and so are better suited to
detecting rare LGT events. Second, limiting a search to only protein-coding regions
substantially reduces the possible search space, and therefore the time and resources
required to perform the search. Protein coding regions represent a small fraction of the
total size of most eukarote genomes; treating any sequence element in a genome as a
potential LGT candidate would represent a very large set of possible entities to search.
Finally, there is has been a bias in biology towards an emphasis on coding regions over
non-coding ones. The reasoning goes that if an LGT event does not involve bringing a
new protein coding region into a genome, it is unlikely to affect the phenotype of the
organism, and so is not worthy of consideration. While it is true that protein coding
regions are of key importance, the attitude that the intervening regions of the genome are
“junk” is fading. Recent studies, among them the ENCODE project (ENCODE Project
Consortium 2004), are showing that noncoding regions of genomes can have significant
functions that are important to the phenotype of organisms, including noncoding RNAs
that modulate the expression of other genes, and regulatory elements that can increase or
decrease the expression of quite distant genes.
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C. Biological Questions Addressed
Previous studies show clearly that LGT does occur in eukaryotes, and that it
occurs more frequently than previously thought. However, questions remain regarding
the distribution and frequency of LGT, LGT of non-coding material, and the mechanisms
involved. These questions are considered in this section, and I present a hypothesis that
addresses these questions and propose a plan to test this hypothesis.
While it is tempting and perhaps informative to speculate on the meaning of
patterns of LGT distribution in previous studies, this distribution likely reflects a variety
of biases. First, the sample of genomes sequenced is a very small subset of all genomes.
There are currently approximately eleven thousand genomes sequences available at
NCBI, out of a total number of species on the planet recently estimated at 8.7 million
(Mora et al. 2011). This means that it is very likely that there are numerous LGT events
that cannot currently be detected, because one or both of the donor and recipient genomes
have not been sequenced, or because there are not enough genes/genomes of related
organisms sequenced to develop unambiguous phylogenies. Even if all extant species
were to have their genomes sequenced, there would still be problems caused by loss of
genomes to extinction. Additionally, there may be a bias based on researcher
expectations about which organisms are likely to share genes via LGT. Organisms that
are known to engage in close contact have been singled out for LGT studies (Doolittle
1998; Dunning Hotopp et al. 2007) and are likely over-represented. It is entirely possible
that LGT is mediated by vectors that are capable of carrying genes to unexpected places,
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but this would not be reflected in the research record because no comprehensive search
has been made. There may be a further bias due to publishing patterns—attempts to find
LGT that are unsuccessful do not get published, so it is impossible to make a distinction
between genome pairings that have been tested but contained no LGT, and pairings that
have not been tested. For all of these reasons, any assessment of the overall pattern of the
distribution of LGT events among organisms must remain provisional. Even within the
limits of currently available sequences, the frequency of detectable LGT remains an open
question.
If the mechanisms behind LGT are in fact random with regard to which genetic
material is transferred, and what part of the recipient genome it is transferred to, then
limitation of LGT studies to amino acid sequences of coding regions is likely missing
important evidence of lateral gene transfer buried in the non-coding regions. Because
many eukaryotic genomes contain far more non-coding regions than coding ones,
probability suggests that a random process will transfer material to and from non-coding
regions more often than not. On the other hand, if there is a pattern governing LGT, i.e. it
is not random, then that pattern may become discernable as more LGT events are
disclosed. However, there is no reason to assume that said pattern precludes insertion of
laterally transferred material into non-coding regions prior to investigation.
Detection of LGT is based ultimately on sequence similarity. It is on this basis
that candidate genes are detected. Sequence similarity is also the basis of phylogeny
construction. One would expect that soon after an LGT event, the transferred gene has
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high similarity to the corresponding gene in the donor. As time goes on, the two copies
would be expected to diverge due to random mutation, according to respective rates of
mutation in the two organisms. This process will be moderated by selective pressure—
transferred genes that are fatal to the recipient will be eliminated entirely, while those that
are beneficial will be somewhat protected from mutation due to conservation of genes
that confer fitness. It is also possible that some LGT events will result in changes that are
fitness-neutral, and these should diverge from the donor copy exactly according to
average rates of mutation. These fitness-neutral LGTs would include transfer of noncoding regions, as well as transfer of partial coding regions, such that they are no longer
functional—the LGT equivalent of pseudo-genes. Because non-coding regions have been
excluded from previous studies, the frequency of such failed LGTs is as yet unknown and
requires further study (J O Andersson 2005).

D. Hypothesis
I hypothesize that publicly available genome sequences contain as yet undetected
evidence of LGT both in coding and non-coding regions. These may include
conventional transfer of coding regions that have not been detected due to limited search
sizes, as well as lateral transfers of non-coding material not detected due to restriction of
search to protein encoding genes. Detection of these LGT events may help to answer
standing questions about the frequency of LGT, the distribution of LGT events among
organisms, the randomness of LGT with regard to the material transferred may be
answered, and insight into possible mechanisms of LGT may be gained.
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In order to test this hypothesis, I will use a bioinformatics approach to develop
software that will automate the search for LGT in whole eukaryote genomes. Perl scripts
will be used to automate download of complete genomes, and BLAST searches of these
genomes against taxonomically distant genomes. BLAST search of whole genomes will
allow for non-coding as well as coding regions of high similarity between organisms to
be detected. Kingdom versus kingdom level comparisons will decrease the number of
spurious hits, as highly similar nucleotide sequences shared between organisms at that
level of divergence are unlikely to occur by chance, and may be a product of LGT.
Sequence similarity cutoffs generated empirically for each kingdom-kingdom comparison
will be used to retain meaningful LGT candidates.
The resultant list of candidate regions will be filtered by comparison to databases
of known universal proteins, as well as transposable elements, repeats, and ribosomal
RNA genes. Any significant matches to these databases will be discarded. Remaining
sequences will be put through an automated phylogeny development pipeline using Perl
scripts that automate the selection of likely homologous regions from appropriate
taxonomic groups, which will then be used to generate phylogenies using Muscle (Edgar
2004), also automated by Perl. These phylogenies will be stored in Newick format so as
to be interpretable using Perl scripts. Phylogenies that indicate LGT will be flagged for
manual inspection and more rigorous phylogeny development.

!
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Because of its reliance on phylogeny construction, LGT detection is inherently
improved by increased sequence availability. As a result of cheaper and faster next
generation sequencing technologies, sequencing efforts are expanding at ever-increasing
rates. Consequently, candidate LGT sequences that could not be confirmed due to
ambiguous phylogeny may now be resolvable. Ambiguous phylogenies in current studies
may similarly become resolvable at a future date. Development of LGT detection
software that automatically downloads sequences from publicly available databases will
deal with this limitation as much as is possible, by allowing repeated runs of the software
over time as the databases are improved and new genomes are sequenced.

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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CHAPTER II
Methods
All processes described were carried out by a series of BioPerl scripts (Stajich
2002). These scripts were written and tested on a Unix machine on UAH campus. They
were run on test sets and full genomes on the Alabama Supercomputer. A diagram of the
general workflow in Figure 2 shows the process of genome selection, genome-genome
BLAST searches to find similar sequences, filtering of those sequences, generation of
phylogeny, selection of phylogenies that indicate LGT, and manual inspection of the
placement of sequences in their genomes. Each process is described in further detail in
the following sections.

A. Genome Selection
The following genomes were selected for analysis: pea aphid Acythrosiphon
pisum version 2.0 (International Aphid Genomics Consortium, 2010), bdelloid rotifer
Adineta vaga version 2.0 (Flot 2013), black cottonwood Populus trichocarpa version
3.0(Martin 2008), and soil fungus Laccaria bicolor version 2.0 (Martin 2008). These
were selected to represent a broad spectrum of eukaryote kindoms. Additionally, A.
pisum and A. vaga were selected on basis of having known recent LGT events described
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in the literature (Moran 2010, Flot 2013) which can act as positive controls. A masked
version of each genome was downloaded and made into a BLAST-searchable database.

Figure 2. Lateral Gene Transfer Detection Pipeline Workflow

!
B. Identification of Sequence Similarity Between Genomes via BLAST
Each genome selected was compared by BLAST search (Altschul 1990) to either
a set of fungal and bacterial genomes available at the NCBI ftp site (ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
genbank/genomes/Fungi and ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/genomes/Bacteria), or a set of
fungal genomes from Ensembl (http://ensemblgenomes.org/info/genomes?division=3), or
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both. These sets of genomes were downloaded automatically by the Perl scripts each time
the script was run, such that any newly added genomes were incorporated into the search.
The command-line version of BLASTn was used with the following settings: match
reward +1, mismatch penalty -1, gap open penalty -5, gap extend penalty -2, and word
size 11. These settings were arrived at empirically by BLAST searching a gene from
Acyrthosiphon pisum (pea aphid) known to have been laterally transferred from a fungus
(Moran, 2010) against all fungus entries in the NCBI nucleotide database at various
settings until a match was retrieved with a minimum of extraneous sequences. The
fungus-pea aphid LGT event is estimated to be at least fifty million years old (Moran,
2010), so the parameter settings used can be expected to detect LGT events up to that age
but not older. This empirical result agrees with theoretical limits of homology detection
via nucleotide similarity, which will be further explored in the discussion section.
Matches from the initial BLAST search were filtered by length using BioPerl
SearchIO, and only matches 100 bases or longer were retained. The aligned sequences
from each high scoring pair that met this requirement were stored as two entries in a
FASTA file, with identifiers showing whether the sequence was the query or subject, as
well as the kingdom from with the sequence came, the name of the entry (either genome
name and chromosome, or gene id), position along the chromosome, the length, the
percent identity of the match, the e-value of the match, and the score of the match. These
were retained in order to facilitate empirical establishment of cutoffs to limit false
positives.
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C. Universally Conserved Protein Filter
These sequences were then optionally filtered against a database of universally
conserved proteins selected from the Clusters of Orthologous Genes (COG) database
(Tatusov 2000) on basis of having the same phylogenetic pattern as rRNA genes (and
thus considered to be universal) (Harris 2003). The filtering was done by BLASTx,
which translates a nucleotide sequence into an amino acid sequence to search against a
protein database, searching the first sequence of each pair against the universally
conserved protein database, and rejecting the pair of sequences if there were significant
matches (matches longer than thirty amino acids and e-value less than 1e-4).

D. Phylogeny Construction
The resulting sequences were then used to generate phylogenies. The first step in
this process was to find probable homologous sequences from within the kingdoms that
each sequence belonged to. This was done by BLAST search of each sequence against a
subset of the nucleotide database at NCBI containing only sequences from the same
kingdom. These searches were also done by command-line blast, with the following
settings: match reward +1, mismatch penalty -1, gap open penalty -5, gap extend penalty
-2, word size 11. These settings allow distantly related sequences to be detected while
retaining some speed of processing. The resulting sequences were filtered using BioPerl
SearchIO to retain only sequences that were at least 100 bases in length, and to retain
only one sequence from each species. The species filtering was approximate, as it
actually retained sequences such that the first two words in each sequence description in
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the final list were unique. Because the first two words in the sequence description are
often genus and species, this approximation was effective. The resulting sequences were
each given a description that included the kingdom, genus, and species (or first two
words of original description). Each set of two sequences from the initial genomegenome BLAST search, along with all the kingdom-specific homologous sequences, was
saved in its own text file.
Each of the sequences in each of these files was aligned using command-line
Muscle, which is a multiple sequence aligner (Edgar 2004). The resulting FASTA format
alignment was improved using Maxalign (Gouveia-Olivera 2007), which uses a heuristic
to select and remove sequences in the alignment such that the gapless area of the
alignment is maximized. The improved alignments were then used to create phylogenetic
trees using the -maketree option of command line Muscle, which were saved as
individual Newick format files. Newick is a phylogenetic tree format which is readily
parsed by computer software.

E. Selection of Probable LGT Trees
Finally, the trees were analyzed using various functions of BioPerl TreeIO, a Perl
module which allows for interpretation and manipulation of phylogenetic trees. Those
trees that could possibly indicate LGT were selected. Unlike amino acid level trees,
which can show relationships between proteins sometimes as far back as the divergence
of kingdoms, nucleotide based trees are limited in time, and the trees that indicate LGT
reflect that. The ideal LGT tree at nucleotide level would contain the sequence from the
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recipient genome, and possibly a few sequences from closely related species that
diverged after the LGT event, and no other sequences from that kingdom. These would
branch within a tree of a larger number of sequences from the donor genome and its
related species. This pattern occurs because ancient homology is obscured in nucleotide
sequence by mutation, so only the relatively recent LGT event is detectable, even though
homologous sequences may exist in both kingdoms that date back to the divergence of
the kingdoms. A system to detect this pattern of tree was developed and run to select
trees from those produced above.

F. Manual Inspection and Rejection of False Positives
Sequences that were selected as possibly products of LGT were analyzed by
inspection of the sequences by developing custom browser tracks and inspecting their
placement on the scaffolds/contigs of the genome from which they came. Sequences that
fell in short scaffolds which contained only genes that had high similarity to out-ofkingdom organisms were considered to be a result of contamination, either of the samples
used for sequencing or of reagents. Consequently, sequences with an ending base
number less than 6000 were discarded, as these sequences were not far enough into a
scaffold to analyze flanking sequences, and they were often on very small scaffolds that
result from contamination. In order to consider a sequence a candidate LGT event, it had
to fall between genes/sequences that clearly did not originate outside of the genome.
BLASTn (nucleotide) and BLASTx (translated nucleotide searched against the nonredundant protein database) searches were used to identify the probable origin of the
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sequence, as well as the identity of the sequence where possible. Sequences with matches
of roughly equal similarity and abundance to sequences from both kingdoms involved
were rejected as false positives. BLAST searches were also used to identify repetitive
sequences, which were discard as false positives.

G. Small Subset Testing with Positive Controls
In order to test and improve the efficacy of the methods quickly and without use
of excessive computational resources, small subsets of genomes were selected for testing.
These were pieces of whole genome sequence that were chosen on basis of containing
known recent LGT events, as well as non-LGT segments, such that the chosen sequences
could act as positive controls for the detections system, and test the selectivity of the
system to some extent as well.
The subsets selected were Scaffold 59 of the Acyrthosiphon pisum (pea aphid)
genome, build 2.0, and Scaffold 28 of the Adineta vaga (a bdelloid rotifer) genome.
Scaffold 59 of the A. pisum genome was selected because it contains a set of fungal
carotenoid synthesis genes (Moran), as well as 62 non-laterally transferred genes. A.
pisum also has a laterally transferred bacterial gene, but no BLAST searches at any
settings were able to detect the similarity, so this gene could not be used.
Bdelloid rotifers have been estimated to have acquired 8% of their genome
through LGT (Gladyshev 2008). One means to indicate LGT is a measure called Alien
Index (AI), which scores the difference between BLAST scores of in kingdom and out of
kingdom amino acid sequence matches for each gene, giving a positive value for genes
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likely to have originated out of kingdom (Flot 2013). The threshold for calling a gene a
result of LGT determined by Flot was 45 or greater, and that standard was used here (Flot
2013). AI scores for each A. vaga gene were acquired from http://www.nature.com/
nature/journal/v500/n7463/full/nature12326.html#supplementary-information, and
scaffold 28 and scaffold 37 were selected as having a large number of high AI genes.
There are 276 protein coding genes on the two scaffolds, and 67 of those have an AI that
met the AI cutoff (45 or greater) defined by Flot (Flot 2013). Scaffolds 28 and 37 were
run through the pipeline described in the Methods section, and the output was compared
to this set of genes.

H. Computers Used and Parallel Processing
The scripts were tested on a four core Unix machine belonging to Dr. Krishnan
Chittur housed on the University of Alabama in Huntsville campus. This was sufficient
to test the scripts and to do some of the processing of files, phylogeny construction steps
are extremely computationally intensive, so the Alabama Supercomputer Center DMC
cluster was used. The outputs of the initial BLAST genome versus genome search was
divided into sets of 9000 pairs of sequences, producing four sets for A. pisum, seven for
L. bicolor, eleven for P. trichocarpa, and 32 for A. vaga. A separate instance of the
phylogeny construction was run on each set in parallel, resulting in a run time of less than
a week for a process that would have taken months if run serially.
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CHAPTER III

!
Results

A. Small Subset Test Results
A.1 Adineta vaga Subset Test Results
Initial tests on the A. vaga test scaffolds selected large numbers of non-LGT genes
as LGT, so the universal protein filter described in the Methods section was applied.
After application of the filter, 128 sequences remained in the A. vaga pipeline output. Of
these 118 overlapped coding sequences on the A vaga scaffolds, and 111 of those
overlapped genes with that had been determined to be LGT by Flot (Flot 2013). In many
cases multiple sequences overlapped one gene, so only 12 genes were indicated as LGT.
Seven genes were indicated as LGT that, in fact, were not. The length, score, e-value, and
percent identity of the pipeline matches that led to the selection of these sequences varied
substantially. Sequences that did not overlap a gene model ranged in size from 100 to
151 bases, and ranged in e-value from 2e-15 to 8.9, although most were on the high end.
Some of the lower e-values in this range may indicate LGT events that are not in the gene
model set. All of the sequences that overlapped gene models but did not overlap genes
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with AI over 45 had high evlaues (1.1 to 2.6) and short lengths (100 to 125 bp), which are
values that are consistent with similarity by chance. It is possible that the discrepancy
between values between the sequences which do not overlap gene models and the
sequences that do overlap gene models can be explained by the presence of genes or
psuedogenes that are not annotated in the A. vaga gene model set.
Consequently, an e-value cutoff of less than 1e-6 and a length cutoff of greater
than 150 bases were tested on the rotifer dataset. Employing these cutoffs resulted in a
25% reduction in the number of LGT genes properly identified (true positives), but it
dramatically reduced the number of genes identified as LGT which actually were not
(false positives) from 9 to zero. Table 2. shows the resulting truth tables for both the
filtered and unfiltered results.
Table 2. Truth tables for A. vaga test set. Without a cutoff, a large number of false positives are
seen, but the cutoff eliminates them entirely, at some cost to the number of true positives
A. vaga
No Cutoff

Predicted
LGT

Actual

LGT
Non-LGT

A. vaga
Cutoff:

E-value !
<1e-6
Length
>150

Actual

Non-LGT
12

55

7

269

Predicted
LGT

Non-LGT

LGT

9

58

Non-LGT

0

276
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A.2. Acyrthosiphon pisum Subset Tests
Initial tests of Scaffold 59 were unable to detect the LGT genes, possibly due to a
preponderance of repetitive sequence in the scaffold. After masking using Repeatmasker
(Smit 2006), a software package that masks genomes by converting repetitive regions to
Ns, several of the LGT genes were detected by the pipeline, although a large number of
non-LGT genes were also indicated. The universal protein filter was tested on the A.
pisum subset, but it incorrectly filtered out known LGT genes, which indicates that the evalue cutoff for universally conserved protein matches is not stringent enough. All of the
true LGT genes detected had substantially smaller e-values than the non-LGT false
positives (LGT less than 1e-9, versus non-LGT greater than 1e-6). Furthermore, most of
the false positives were close in length to the 100 bp lower size limit, whereas all of the
true positives were over 150 bases. Table 3 shows truth tables for the unfiltered and
filtered results.

!
!
!
!
!
!
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Table 3. Truth tables for A. pisum test set. Application of length and e-value cutoffs greatly
reduce false positives.
A. pisum !
No Cutoff

Predicted

LGT
Actual

Non-LGT

LGT
Non-LGT

A. pisum !
length > 150!
e-value < 1e-6

3

3

21

41

Predicted

LGT
Actual

Non-LGT

LGT

2

4

Non-LGT

0

62

!
!
!
B. Genome Wide Results
B.1 Adineta vaga Whole Genome Results
A. vaga sequences selected by the pipeline were filtered to include only sequences
that had lengths greater than 150 bases, and e-values for the original match to bacterial or
fungal sequences at or below 1e-6, as per the small subset results. Based on the large
number of false positives due to small contamination scaffolds detected in the A. pisum
results, they were also filtered to include only sequences that ended more than 6kb from
the beginning of their scaffolds. This left 8244 sequences, although many of these were
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redundant or overlapping, so the total number of unique sequences indicated in the
genome was 2970.
Out of 1315 genes overlapped by pipeline sequences, 771 had already been
identified as likely products of LGT by Alien Index analysis (Flot 2013). Many of the
remaining sequences were clearly false positives arising from long repetitive regions (see
Appendix A for examples), although this does not account for all of the genes that do not
match the AI analysis.

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Table 4. A selection of likely LGT sequences in A. vaga.
Location

length of best e-value of
match
best
BLASTn
match

BLASTn
match
percent
identity

BLASTn
match
organism

BLASTx
best match
percent
identity

BLASTx
best match
function

scaffold_106:
13465-13766

302

3E-22

66 Trichodesmiu
m erythraeum

78% hypothetical
protein

scaffold_108
5:20073-2035
0

278

3E-17

62 Sorangium
cellulosum

62% hypothetical
protein

scaffold_112
4:11533-1195
4

191

3E-12

67 Methylacidip
hilum
infernorum

54% hypothetical
protein

scaffold_12:2
2073:22786

714

2E-82

66 Crinalium
epepsammum

58% D-alanine—
D-alanine
ligase

scaffold_124:
16328-16720

393

4E-15

58 Herpetosipho
n aurantiacus

45% hypothetical
protein

scaffold_124:
148927-1491
12

186

4E-17

67 Kazachstania
africana

56% hypothetical
protein

scaffold_13:1
57831-15815
2

275

4E-16

63 Nostoc

62% hypothetical
protein

scaffold_131:
39569-40041

497

2E-50

64 Dyadobacter
fermentans

73% Daminopeptida
se

scaffold_289:
123505-1255
40

2054

0

64% Emticicia
oligotrophica

68% alphagalactosidase

scaffold_313:

981

1E-38

56% Emticicia
oligotrophica

59% hypothetical
protein

scaffold_329:
170752-1718
90

1140

1E-100

61% Emticicia
oligotrophica

57% nucleotide
pyrophosphat
ase

scaffold_344:
46134-46917

787

6E-59

61% Trichodesmiu
m erythraeum

58% ATP-grasp
enzyme

scaffold_365:
123839-1240
41

203

3E-22

68% Staphylococc
us
haemolyticus

71% hypothetical
protein

scaffold_37:1
40910-14138
8

479

3E-18

59% Spirochaeta
pleomorfastr.
Grapes

56% alphaglucosidase

scaffold_37:4
15514-41619
7

687

1E-64

64% Trichodesmiu
m erythraeum

59% ATP-grasp
enzyme

115759-1167
39
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Location

length of best e-value of
match
best
BLASTn
match

BLASTn
match
percent
identity

BLASTn
match
organism

BLASTx
best match
percent
identity

BLASTx
best match
function

scaffold_444:
25632-26043

412

1E-26

60% Zymomonas
mobilis
pomaceae

59% 2-C-methylD-erythritol
4-phosphate
cytidylytransf
erase

scaffold_458:
28995-29266

272

1E-16

62% Methylomona
s methanica

62% aldo/keto
reductase

scaffold_46:2
8421-28765

345

2E-09

58% Desulfomonil
e tiedjei

64% membrane
protein

scaffold_465:
71121-71446

326

4E-30

64% Emticicia
oligotrophica

61% 5’nucleotidase

scaffold_49:7
1403-71861

459

1E-17

57% Sorangium
cellulosum

57% hypothetical
protein

scaffold_534:
78473-79603

1131

2E-65

61% Solitalea
canadensi

58% Nacylglucosam
ine 2epimerase

scaffold_601:
80656-81299

647

4E-35

60% Thermoanaer
obacter
wieglii

55% ammonia
channel
protein

scaffold_605:
62463-63023

561

9E-16

56% Sorangium
cellulosum

52% hypothetical
protein

scaffold_683:
38455-38733

279

8E-11

59% Ornithobacter
ium
rhinotracheal
e

59% glucuronyl
hydrolase

scaffold_86:2
42547-24274
9

203

3E-22

68% Staphylococc
us
haemolyticus

70% hypothetical
protein

There were a total of 163 sequences in A. vaga that were selected by the pipeline
as likely LGT that did not overlap gene models Table 4 shows 25 sequence locations with
the length, e value, and percent identity of the best match for each sequence, as well as
the organism of the match and the identity of the sequence, as determined by BLASTx.
Each of these sequences is far from the end of the scaffold on which it is found and
flanked by A. vaga gene models. Each sequence has a BLASTx top hit to a bacterial
sequence, most with amino acid percent identity of greater than 50% to bacterial proteins.
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The output of the pipeline that did not overlap gene models consisted entirely of
likely LGT sequences and false positives resulting from repetitive sequences. All of the
likely LGT sequences showed similarity to bacterial sequences, not fungal sequences, in
spite of the fact that there were some fungal sequences in the set of genomes compared to
A. vaga.

Some of these sequences showed striking nucleotide similarity to bacterial

sequences, with e-values as low as zero. Figure 3 shows an example of such a case from
the A. vaga genome browser (http://www.genoscope.cns.fr/adineta-ggb/cgi-bin/gbrowse/
adineta/). Sequences selected by the pipeline are shown in black, sequences selected as

likely LGT on basis if Alien Index are shown in blue, gene models are green, and
expressed sequence tags are red. Note the large number of overlapping pipeline
sequences. The top sequence from the pipeline has a bacterial sequence match nearly 2kb
long with an e-value of zero, and matches with 71% amino acid sequence similarity to a
bacterial (Fibrisoma) alpha galactosidase via BLASTX. However, there appears to be no
start codon, indicating that this may be a pseuodogene.

!
!
!
!
!
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Figure 3. A. vaga genome browser view of a probable LGT event. Sequences
selected by the pipeline are shown in black, genes selected as LGT by Alien Index by Flot
are shown in blue. Gene models are green and expressed sequence tags are red. The evalues of the matches of the largest four pipeline sequences to bacterial sequences are 0,
0, 7e-168, and 2e-138. Note the overlap of numerous pipeline sequences in one area.

!
Figure 3 shows a set of sequences selected by the pipeline as LGT where the
group in black to the right overlaps a gene model selected by Flot (Flot 2013) as likely
LGT, shown in blue, and the group in black to the left does not. This may indicate that
these sequences were transferred together, and that one has subsequently lost function.

!
!
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!
Figure 4. A set of likely LGT sequences adjacent to a gene detected as LGT via Alien
Index analysis by Flot.

!
!
!
!
!
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Figure 4 shows a sequence selected by the pipeline which is adjacent to a gene
previously determined to be LGT via Alien Index analysis by Flot. Both the pipeline
sequence and the gene have strong similarity to bacterial ammonia channel genes (greater
than 50% amino acid similarity via BLASTx), which strongly suggests that both are the
result of one LGT event. Figure 5 shows a sequence selected by the pipeline as LGT that
is well into the interior of the scaffold in which it is found. The sequence is flanked by
gene models that have not been indicated as LGT. EST data shows that it sits between
expressed regions.

Figure 5. A sequence selected as LGT by the pipeline (center, marked 1e-17) that is
flanked by non-LGT gene models and expressed sequence tags.
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B.2 Acyrthosiphon pisum Genome Wide Results
Sixty sequences were indicated as possible LGT in A. pisum v2.0. The locations
and identities of these sequences are shown in Table 5. None of these appear to be
legitimate LGT events. Forty-eight of the sequences were transposon related sequences.
Two sequences were false positives that had similar sequence similarity to a variety of
both metazoans and fungi. One sequence was a false positive due to repetitive sequence.
The remainder were probable contamination artifacts. Sequences that were located on
small scaffolds that contained only genes that had high sequence similarity to fungal or
bacterial sequences, or sequences at the beginning or end of scaffolds, were labelled as
having a probable origin in sequence contamination. It is notable that some of the
sequences show strong similarity to bacterial sequences, even though the set of genomes
compared to A. pisum was entirely fungal, possibly a result of bacterial contamination in
both the A. pisum sequence and in the fungal genome sequences. Part of the dumpy gene
matched a sequence in Puccinia graminis, but upon inspection, this was determined to be
contamination in that genome sequence, as it occurred on a small scaffold containing
little more than the sequence in question. None of the known LGT genes from the small
subset tests were identified, which will be addressed in the discussion section.
Figure 6. shows a typical contamination sequence. These are usually short, less
than 10kb, and only have sequence similarity to sequences from outside of the kingdom
of the organism sequenced. The matches often have suspiciously high nucleotide
similarities to extra-kingdom sequence. It is possible that this is in fact a result of lateral
transfer that happens to be in a region of the genome that is difficult to assemble, but it
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seems much more likely that these small scaffolds are assemblies of sequence from
extraneous DNA in the samples sequenced, or in the reagents used, and so these
sequences are assumed to result from contamination.

!
Table 5. Sequences selected as possible LGT in A. pisum genome.
Sequence Location

Identity

48 sequences, see Appendix B for locations

retrotransposon related

GL349628:1689671-1689888

suppressor of forked, homology to fungal gene,
false positive

GL349678:34490-34642

hypothetical helicase, homology to fungal helicase,
false positive

GL349849:400285-400480

repetitive sequence

GL350031:277827-278369

dumpy, match to short scaffold containing only this
gene in Puccinia graminis genome, probable
contamination in that genome

GL351140:6647-6919

fungal rRNA, short scaffold, probable
contamination

GL351140:9736-9974

fungal sequence, short scaffold, probable
contamination

GL351140:9771-10002

fungal sequence, short scaffold, probable
contamination

GL351487:7023-7282

bacterial general secretory pathway protein Gsp-E,
short scaffold, probable contamination

GL351899:6385-6902

fungal rRNA, short scaffold, probable
contamination

GL351983:6637-6890

bacterial elongation factor P, short scaffold,
probable contamination

GL352351:42736-42914

bacterial (Enterobacter) sequence at end of
scaffold, probable contamination

GL352628:42395-42584

bacterial (Serratia) sequence at end of scaffold,
probable contamination
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Figure 6. A scaffold in the A. pisum genome that is likely a result of contamination.
All the gene models on the scaffold are highly similar to fungal mitochondrion
sequences, and none of them are similar to aphid or any other insect genes.

!
B.3 Laccaria bicolor Genome Wide Results
After filtering for e-value, length, and scaffold location, 48 non-redundant
sequences were produced by the pipeline in the L. bicolor v2.0 analysis. Fourteen
sequences were determined upon inspection to be false positives due to repetitive
sequence. One sequence was a result of bacterial contamination in the L. bicolor genome
sequence, and the fourteen were false positives due to conserved sequence homology.
During inspection of these false positives, it was determined that the set of bacterial
genomes used in the pipeline actually contains some archaeal genomes. This is
problematic because at the phylogeny construction phase of the pipeline, sequences for
phylogeny construction are selected on basis of the kingdom of the match, and if the
kingdom is wrongly selected, there is a possibility that false positives will be produced.
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Genes that are common in archaea may be rare in bacteria, and will look like LGT when
compared to a bacterial set. It is suspected that homology between fungal and archaeal
genes combined with this error in the pipeline drives the large number of false positives.
Four remaining sequences were clear LGT events, but not from a bacterium to L. bicolor.
Instead, these represent a known transfer from a eukaryote or archaea to a bacteriophage
and then to Bacillus cereus of the minichromosome maintenance gene (MCM) (McGeoch
2005). MCM genes are so highly conserved in eukaryotes and archaea that it is difficult
to determine the origin of the gene.

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Table 6. Sequences selected by the pipeline as possible LGT in L. bicolor v2.0
genome.
Sequence location

Identity

LG_1:4320568-4320777,
LG_1:4393935-4394296,
LG_3:1688488-1688865,
LG_9:1275201-1275766,
LG_10:1773762-1774084,
LG_3:1688441-1688874,
LG_9:1275198-1275821

minichromosome maintenance (MCM), lateral
transfer from eukaryote to bacteriophage to
bacteria

14 sequences, see Appendix 3 for locations

repetitive sequence

LG_1:4718617-4719124,
scaffold_19:202970-203169

elongation factor, false positive due to conserved
sequence

LG_3:2073053-2073295

deoxyhypusine synthase, false positive due to
conserved sequence

LG_2:3115507-3115778, LG_9:1453280-1453503 chaperonin, false positive due to conserved
sequence
LG_4:488544-488776

atpase/AAA/proteasome, false positive due to
conserved sequence

LG_1:5555955-5556589,
LG_6:2499784-2500139,
LG_10:2636273-2636670,
LG_6:2501537-2501803,
LG_8:1748291-1748442,
LG_8:1749113-1749303

RNA polymerase, false positive due to conserved
sequence

LG_7:729753-729977, LG_7:744591-745163

rRNA, false positive due to conserved sequence

LG_5:1874267-1874466

GTP-binding protein, false positive

LG_1:10407546-10407797,
scaffold_12:513439-513768,
scaffold_12:1027301-1027475,
scaffold_12:1247366-1247593,
scaffold_20:131768-131949

ribosomal protein, false positive due to conserved
sequence

LG_2:3045490:3045839

3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-CoA reductase, false
positive due to conserved sequence

scaffold_17:570346-571709

bacterial sequence, contaminaition, end of scaffold

scaffold_19:118661-118902

NAD dependent epimerase, false positive due to
conserved sequence

scaffold_19:95131-95340,
scaffold_19:100803-100994

PIN domain-like protein, false positive due to
conserved sequence

scaffold_20:261518-261725

glycyl-trna synthetase false positive due to
conserved sequence

scaffold_33:27583-27902

mitochondrial 16s rRNA, false positive due to
conserved sequence
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B.4 Poplulus trichocarpa Genome Wide Results
Forty sequences were selected as possible LGT in the P. trichocarpa v3.0
genome.

Most of these sequences were either false positives or probable contamination.

One probable contamination event was particularly striking. A stretch of 313 nucleotides
with high sequence similarity to bacterial sequences on chromosome 3 was found to be
between two genes of clear plant origin. However, there is stretch of Ns flanking the
bacterial sequence, presenting a strong possibility that this is an assembly error that
incorporated contamination sequence into the interior of the chromosome sequence.
Three sequences were MCM genes, the same known LGT event described in the L.
bicolor results.
Additionally, two large scaffolds, scaffold_3775 and scaffold_ 3095 were
implicated repeatedly in the pipeline output, although all of the sequences matching them
were rejected on basis of being located less than 6000 bases from the beginning of the
scaffold. Both are composed entirely of sequences that match with great similarity to
bacterial sequences. It is notable that even in the fairly well developed and well curated
P. trichocarpa genome version 3.0, substantial contamination artifacts remain. The
pipeline may be useful in identifying these kinds of artifacts.

!
!
!
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Table 7. Sequences selected as possible LGT in the P. trichocarpa v3.0 genome.
Sequence location

Identity

Chr01:34321462-34322004,!
Chr09:10166949-1017127!
Chr14:9353496-9353668

minichromosome maintenance (MCM), lateral
transfer from eukaryote to bacteriophage to
bacteria

Chr02:4496318-4496568,!
Chr02:24632773-24632966,
Chr03:15527643-15527893,
Chr05:8922604-8922833,!
Chr07:1007278-1007528,!
Chr07:1014838-1015088,!
Chr19:15002936-15003186,!
Chr19:15015880-15016129,!
Chr19:15253745-15253949

ribosomal protein, false positive due to
conserved sequence

Chr02:5645853-5646025

replication factor C, homology to fungal gene,
false positive

Chr03:15912233-15912545

bacterial sequence, probable assembly error

Chr04:6334078-6334291

glutamine amidotransferase, homology to
fungal gene, false postitive

Chr04:14791885-14792077

glutamine amidotransferase, homolgy to
fungal gene, false positive

Chr05:8215431-8215788

RNA polymerase, homology to fungal gene,
false positive

Chr08:2436552-2436982,!
Chr082437140-2437967,!
Chr08:2444630-2445445,!
Chr08:2461211-2462046,!
Chr10:20468045-20468796,!
Chr10:20474473-20475308,!
Chr10:20480128-20480854,!
Chr10:20495712-20496465

Elongation factor, false positive due to
conserved sequence

Chr19:13249534-13249886

translation initiation factor, false positive due to
conserved sequence

Chr19:3855280-3855539,!
Chr09:12222725-12222913

T-complex, homology to fungal gene, false
positive

scaffold_219:17078-17398

tRNA N6-adenosine
threonylcarbamoyltransferase

scaffold_150:64264-64455

NAD-dependent epimerase, homology to
fungal gene, false positive

scaffold_61:79439-79652

glutamine amidotransferase, homology to
fungal gene, false positive
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CHAPTER IV

!
Discussion
Any system for detecting LGT is essentially a classifier— it must inspect a set of
entities and call each one either LGT or not LGT. Prior to classification, the set of
entities to be classified must be defined, and this step has a profound impact on the scope
of the results. In previous work, defining this set for classification of LGT at the amino
acid sequence level is done by limiting to protein coding genes, as defined by gene
models. This study seeks to greatly expand the definition of classifiable entities to
include any nucleotide sequence that is sufficiently non-repetitive to evade masking. The
results show that it is possible in principle and in practice to detect LGT at the nucleotide
level.

!
A. Interpretation of Results
The A. vaga results show that the pipeline is capable of detecting what appear to
be legitimate lateral gene transfers that would be undetectable by systems that operate
strictly at the amino acid sequence level. Table 4 shows seventeen such putative LGT
events, all of which were selected by the pipeline as a case where sequences from one
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kingdom branched within the phylogeny of the sequences from another, and each of these
genes holds up to inspection by BLASTx as clearly having homology with bacterial
sequences. All seventeen sequences occur within scaffolds flanked by probable native
sequence; none are at the ends of scaffolds or on short scaffolds, so they are not expected
to be the result of contamination. None of them overlap coding genes as determined in
the gene models of A. vaga. Figure three shows one of these sequences that has strong
support from numerous matches, and upon inspection was seen to be a pseudogene
lacking a start codon.
The A. pisum small subset test shows that the pipeline can correctly identify LGT
events in that genome, as two of six known LGT events were correctly predicted with no
false positives. Unfortunately, the whole genome results were entirely lacking in the
known LGT events that were detected in the small subset test. This is due to an error
discovered only after analysis. The small subset was mistakenly assumed to be
unmasked when it produced no known LGT events, and was masked again with
Repeatmasker. That this twice masked sequence was able to be used to detect the fungal
LGT events and the singly masked whole genome was not is suggestive that more
aggressive masking is needed at the whole genome level. It is suspected that large
numbers of transposons are displacing legitimate events by filling the list of retained
sequences, determined at the level of a default setting in the first round of genome to
genome BLAST searches.
The L. bicolor results showed an unexpected confirmation of the method in the
MCM results (see Table 6). That MCM was also detected in P. trichocarpa (Table 7)
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suggests that MCM might be of use as a test signal for detection of LGT between
eukaryotes/archaea and bacteria. Because MCM is so highly conserved in eukaryotes
and archaea, its absence in the output of the pipeline may suggest an error, as in the case
of the A. pisum results.
Furthermore, in each genome, the pipeline detected sequences that are clearly the
result of inclusion of contaminant DNA from other organisms in the genome sequence. It
may be possible to use this software to improve genome sequences by removing such
contamination. While most of these contaminant sequences occur at the ends of
scaffolds, or on short scaffolds containing only foreign sequence, the analysis of the P.
trichocarpa genome showed one event that was in the middle of a chromosome (see
Table 7), between two clear plant genes, showing that detection of contamination is not
always straightforward.
B. Natural and Artificial Causes of False Positives
The major challenge of detecting lateral transfers at the nucleotide level is
distinguishing lateral transfer of genetic material from the variety of natural events and
sequencing artifacts which do involve movement (or the appearance of movement) of
sequence from one genome to another, and are therefore properly classified from the
point of view of the pipeline. The major natural process in this category is transposon
activity, which copies nucleotide sequences between genomes and then proliferates the
sequence within genomes. The A. pisum results show how critical it is to filter
transposon related sequence before LGT detection— failure to do so can obscure the
signal of lateral transfer events.
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Artificial movement from genome sequence to genome sequence comes about as
a result of contamination in the materials and samples used to generate the genome
sequence, resulting in a foreign sequence included in the genome. Most often this
produces small scaffolds consisting entirely of sequence originating in the contaminant
organism, although the results show a few cases where contaminations sequence is
assembled at the ends of large scaffolds containing native genes. In addition, there is one
case in the Populus genome where it appears that a bacterial sequence was assembled
well into the interior of a large scaffold, between two proper plant genes. The possibility
of these kinds of assembly errors require extreme caution when evaluating LGT events,
as they produce patterns that look highly similar to the expected signature of recent LGT.
As compared to transposons and sequence contamination, proper false positives,
where the pipeline classifies a sequence as LGT when in fact there was no movement of
sequence between genomes, is a smaller problem. This can occur on basis of repetitive
sequence, which can be dealt with readily by masking genomes prior to LGT analysis.
Although all of the genomes used in this study were the publicly available masked
versions, there seems to be some variability in masking, as seen in the large number of
repetitive sequence in the Laccaria results, and the small number in the other genomes.
The other cause of false positives is highly conserved genes. Because LGT detection at
nucleotide level is agnostic to protein coding regions, it detects short nucleotide
sequences that only represent a small part of a coding region. Genes with highly
conserved regions may contain sequences that retain nucleotide sequence similarity at
great evolutionary distance, even if the other regions of the gene have diverged
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substantially. The universal protein filter used on the A. vaga genome attempts to deal
with this problem by removing sequences from highly conserved proteins, on the
assumption that even if highly conserved sequences were laterally transferred, it would
be impossible to distinguish from conservation. This strategy requires further testing to
optimize the level of similarity to a universally conserved protein required to reject a
sequence; requiring too much similarity would not be effective at reducing false
positives, and requiring too little runs the risk of rejecting sequences that are not actually
universally conserved. It would also be worthwhile to develop more specific protein sets
that are conserved between kingdoms, for example between fungi and bacteria, or
between metazoans and fungi, as these tailored sets would be more effective in filtering
out false positives than using a universal set for all comparisons.
The results show that it is possible to detect LGT at the nucleotide level, and that
sequence contamination in genomes can readily be detected in the process. From the
point of view of LGT detection, excess sequence contamination artifacts impede the
process, and it may be worthwhile to filter them out. However, from the perspective of
the detection system, sequence contamination should present a strong signal, as the only
thing that distinguishes it from a very recent LGT event is a lack of margins where
foreign sequence meets the original host sequence. Of course, it is possible that
legitimate LGT events occasionally end up isolated on small scaffolds, but this scenario
must be rare, and in any case, it would be impossible to distinguish from contamination.

!
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C. Advantages of the Nucleotide Approach
Identifying LGT on the basis of nucleotide sequence offers the opportunity to
inspect lateral transfers that are not considered coding sequences. This may come about
via the transfer of sequences which legitimately are not coding sequences, such as
microRNAs and other regulatory elements, or intergenic sequence which has no (known)
function. It may also occur because gene models are imperfect, and a sequence which
has been laterally transferred is in fact a coding sequence, but has not been annotated as
such. An intriguing possibility is that pseudogenes may occur due to LGT, which would
be the expected fate of most lateral transfers of coding regions in the near term, as
mutational forces begin to erode the sequence, but before they destroy all recognizability.
Additionally, LGT detection at the nucleotide level has the side benefit of
identifying scaffolds that are likely products of sequence contamination. Contamination
can occur due to the fact that most organisms coexist with a variety of microbes that live
on and inside of them, which can be difficult if not impossible to remove entirely. It can
also occur due to contamination of reagents used in sequencing. In any case, the results
of this study show that a substantial number of small contigs in the genomes studied do
not contain sequence from the organism in question, and that consequently gene models
have been developed that do not properly belong to the organisms they are attributed to.
The inclusion of false contigs and false gene models can potentially lead to inaccuracies
in downstream applications of the genome, and are worth identifying for removal.
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D. Limitations of the Nucleotide Approach
Nucleotide sequence similarity searches are limited in their ability to detect
homologous sequences that exceed a certain degree of divergence. This degree of
divergence can be converted approximately to a window of time in which homologous
sequences can be detected. One can calculate from probability that any two nucleotide
sequences of the same length can be expected to share 25% of their bases by chance. In
actuality, the distribution of percent identity between random sequences will center on
25%, with some higher and some lower, in a normal distribution. This does not account
for the possibility of gapped alignments. When these are allowed, as is the case in
BLAST searches, the average percent match between random sequences will be
approximately 50%, depending on how the gapped alignment is implemented, again with
an approximately normal distribution. Consequently, the rule of thumb for detecting
homologous nucleotide sequences states that a sequence alignment with a percent identity
greater than 70% is unlikely to occur by chance.
Percent identity is the reciprocal of percent divergence, and percent divergence
can be related to nucleotide substitution rate (mutation rate) and time as follows:
divergence = 2 x substitution rate x time
However, this assumes that the substitution rate is the same for both copies of the
sequence. This is not the case for LGT, where one copy is in one kingdom of organism,
and the other has moved to a different kingdom, which may have a substantially different
substitution rate. In this case, the equation is as follows:
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divergence = (substitution rate A + substitution rate B) x time
Substitution rates expressed in substitutions per nucleotide per unit time differ
between organisms largely as a function of generation time. For example, bacteria, with
a short generation time, have a substitution rate of approximately 0.0045 substitutions per
site per million years. Mammals, with a longer average generation time, have a
substitution rate of approximately 0.0022 substitutions per million years. Given a limit
of divergence of 0.3 (the reciprocal of 70% identity) and the above substitution rates, the
time limit of detection of LGT between bacteria and mammals is calculated as 44 million
years using the above equation.
The nucleotide sequence search space is much larger than the amino acid
sequence search space, and this can pose computational problems. One-letter amino acid
code sequences are one-third the length of equivalent nucleotide sequences, which can
be a substantial computational improvement when search times scale with sequence
length. Nucleotide level LGT detection also opens the possibility of searching the entire
genome, which may be fifty-fold or more larger than the protein-coding parts of the
genome. Furthermore, nucleotide sequences lack the well-defined start and end points of
amino acid sequences, and as such may be arbitrarily small, which can result in enormous
numbers of small sequences. This problem is exacerbated by the presence of repetitive
sequence in eukaryote genomes, which lead to a proliferation of short matches between
unrelated sequences, and are not entirely removed by repeat masking. All of these factors
contribute to massive compute time requirements for nucleotide-level LGT search. For
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example, at one iteration of testing for this study, the A. pisum genome produced 1.5
million sequences at the first step of the process, in which the genome is BLAST
searched against other genomes. Further processing of this set of sequences required
BLASTing each sequence against the NCBI nucleotide database, a process which is
measured in hundreds of thousands of compute hours, which may in many cases be
restrictive. The vast numbers of candidate sequences produced by a nucleotide approach
to LGT detection necessitate an automated approach to sorting through phylogenies to
find those that indicate LGT. In the course of this work, scripts were developed which
sort Newick format trees on basis of pre-determined characteristics, and these scripts
might well be adapted to the requirements of amino acid sequence level LGT detection,
which produces a smaller, but still substantial, number of trees for analysis.

!
E. Planned Improvements to the Pipeline
While this study serves as proof of concept, the practical application of LGT
detection at the nucleotide level requires further work to make analysis of more than a
few genomes feasible. BLAST searches are not particularly fast, and although BLAST
searching a list of sequences against a database, as is done here, can readily be
parallelized, it would be worthwhile to explore the possibility of reducing the number of
BLAST searches required.
Along the lines of the universal protein filter, filtering out non-LGT sequences
such as transposons and sequence contamination could also reduce the total burden of
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processing, and therefore improve processing time. To some extent, transposons are
already filtered by genome masking, but a process specific to this application could be
developed. As with universal protein filtering, filtering out transposon sequences would
require testing to insure that legitimate LGT sequences are not removed. A fairly
conservative approach could filter out a substantial number of sequences at little risk to
LGT events, although some level of transposon presence would have to be tolerated.
Sequence contamination could be greatly reduced by removing all scaffolds below a
length cutoff. If the cutoff were chosen carefully, it would result in reduction of
contamination at no cost, as there must be a minimum size scaffold that an contain an
LGT event surrounded by native genes.
In the course of analysis of the results of the pipeline, several errors in the
pipeline have become apparent, which require modification and further testing.
Phylogeny generation is done using kingdom subsets of the nucleotide BLAST database
from NCBI, and there are separate subsets for bacteria and archaea. However, there are
both bacterial and archaeal genomes in the bacteria section of the Genbank ftp site where
the genomes are downloaded for the initial phase of BLAST searches. This results in
false positives because an archaeal sequence is used to build a phylogeny from a bacterial
database, and appears to be unique within its kingdom, when in fact it is not. This is
possibly the cause of the large number of false positives in the Laccaria results which
arise from homology between archaea and fungi that cannot be properly classified by the
pipeline as homology and not lateral gene transfer.
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Additionally, there is a filter in the phylogeny generation scripts that does not
include sequences that have 100% sequence identity to the original sequence in the
phylogeny. This was built in at an early stage on the assumption that redundant
sequences add nothing to the topology of the tree. At the time of this addition, systems
that identify LGT trees purely on basis of tree topology were in place. Later, it was
determined that topology alone was not enough; it is of key importance to find trees in
which the putative LGT sequence is abundant in one kingdom and rare in another.
Because the tree selection is counting sequences from each kingdom, it is possible that
for highly conserved sequences, rejection of sequences with 100% identity could lead to
the appearance of a sequence that is rare in one kingdom, when in fact it is abundant and
highly conserved.

!
F. Future Work
While the putative LGT events detected in this study are strongly supported, no
definitive proof can be obtained at the level of genome sequence analysis. Laboratory
work is required to show that these sequences actually exist DNA of the organisms in
which they were detected. This could be accomplished simply by designing PCR primers
that target the region flanking a putative LGT sequence, amplifying via PCR, and
sequencing the products. If the LGT call is a result of an assembly error, the resulting
sequence will lack the putatively transferred sequence, but if it is real, the PCR product
will contain the LGT sequence and the flanking sequences.
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This study opens a new avenue in detection of LGT by making it possible to
detect LGT at the nucleotide level. The first step would be to analyze as many genomes
as possible, in hopes that patterns may emerge that will facilitate hypothesis generation
regarding the mechanisms of LGT. This could be made possible by distributing the
pipeline for public use via Github or other means of sharing software. While the task of
running the pipeline on the growing number of publicly available genomes is
computationally intensive and takes several weeks per genome, the release of the
software may facilitate sharing of the burden and more widespread study of LGT at the
nucleotide level.
At present, study of LGT is essentially an act of collecting information on past
events. With the addition of nucleotide level LGT events to the available list of known
LGTs, it may become possible to identify organisms in which experimental study of
ongoing LGT in is tractable. Perhaps the mechanisms that underlie LGT can be directly
determined by this means.

G. Conclusion
This study shows that it is possible to detect LGT at the nucleotide level in a
variety of genomes. Previously known LGT events were detected by the bioinformatics
pipeline produced in A. vaga, A. pisum, L. bicolor, and P. trichocarpa The hypothesis that
as yet undiscovered LGT events remain in publicly available genomes was confirmed by
the detection of seventeen novel LGT events in A. vaga. These events confirm the
expectation that LGT will often result in formation of pseudogenes, as they all appear to
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be remnants of protein coding sequences that were not included in the gene models for
that genome. More novel LGT events are expected to be detected outside of protein
coding regions in future studies.
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!
Appendix A

!
A vaga repetitive amino acid sequences resulting in false positives

!
>GSADVT00006004001 assembled CDS
MSFNPYVRHQITPYVKREITPYIRQPQPSPYSGSQHSSSPTIILNIEDVRRVPSRTRCSPSLLRGLVALTI
GLLILTAILVPVLVTVLTTTTATTKTTTTSTPTSTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTSTTTTTTAT
TTTTTATTTTTTATTTTTIVG*
>GSADVT00013911001 assembled CDS
MRFPTKIQRGVGIRRAGARWTNGIVPYQFIPGHTEEQKAIIIAAMRRMENTFAINNARCIQFRPKVS
SDLYYISIMNGTGCSSNVGMPSTANYNHTVILQSVGCIDDGRIMHELLHTLGFYHEQSRPDRDLYV
RVNASNIDSSKLFNFDKMSAEEVDTLNTPYDYESLMHYETTAFSNNGFPTIEALQPNVKIGQRYYL
STTDIQEVRLYYNCTAYAPTLPPTTTAATTVNPSIITSIYPGSLTSGSPQYVRVNGTASSYYYETVQIRV
ITPGVYIIKGSSSLDTYGYLYTGIFYPANPSANLWLQNDDGNGDGQFRFSINFQSSYNMTIVVSTYNS
NLLGSFSIIVTGPAAVTFARLSTYVSVATPITTTSTTTTTKAPTTTTTTTTTKPTTTTSTTTTTKPTTTTS
TTTTTKPTTTTSTTTTTKPTTTTSTTTTTKPTTTTSTTTTTKPTTITSTTTTTKIITTSTTIVSTTTTPAVS
KYIA*
>GSADVT00015652001 assembled CDS
MIRKSGFQFQCVNTTCLPFTIIQVSKIYQCQSACLAQIYCKAVSFHQPTLYCRLFDSILNQNIYLLVAD
IETVTMITKTESRIPPEPTTTSTTTTSTSTSTTTTSTSTSTSTTTSSTSTTTSSTSTTTTTSSTSTTTSSTST
TTTTSSTSTTTTGPSTTIIITDPGNLGGYRGNNGQVYKFSITGTCSGSVWGTSIYTDDSYLSTAAVHA
GYAQCGVATIVSVQVLPGQSSYTGSTQYGITSYSYGSFSGSYSFVNTG*
>GSADVT00017132001 assembled CDS
MAHHLLNNNRRPSILGMSGNNEIINDDYDYDLMKLLEQERQFAMHQQQFSRENVAPKLQQTQYIS
AIDEIYPNIQQSQGTPQVNRRILTVPNTNTPGRLSPVKPLRIIIIRHAERADAVLGSEWSKKSFDRRGR
YIRFSEHLPDTLPARSYLHHYVIDVPLTNRGRLHAYRTGKALLLNGYAADICYTSPSLRCVQSADRI
LSGMDRKNVAMQLEPGLFECYLNDFKRTLCFMTKDELTGNGYNIDKKYQAVMPFMRPHDSQADY
YERCQGIMDIITKRHEATGGTILIVAHAPSLEGLTRHFSGGKYLPEKLFDIARRVPFLAMTILEKNGM
NSPWLFRTKPLGTSQTDTITDPELETSLATSMANPMVHKHHVDQQGQEALQRSQHQQHLSQIPGN
SLYAQQNHHQQQQHQQQQQKQQHQQQQQHQQQQQHQQQHQQQQQHQQQHQQQQQQQQQQY
HLQQQQQRLQQNENLRHQLSNGVIPIDPKKVVKSSTAPNLPTNNSFSEMFRVI*
>GSADVT00021846001 assembled CDS
MMTMWMMRLMMMMRLMIMLMMMMMMMMWMMTLMMRLMTMMMTLMLLMMMSLVLTM
MRLLILLLMIMMMRLLILRVRLLMIQLWLFLFCEKQK*
>GSADVT00026976001 assembled CDS
MGAINLAVFQQEALAEHNYYRQQIHCTRPMALNASLNTMAQKYAEYLAYYETFSHSGEPGVGEN
LWMKSSSAGISSLDGAEPTADWYSEIEDYDYSAPGFSSGTGHFTQVVWSDSIQMGIGVALSDDGQS
VYSVANYYPQGNFQGQFGSKVPPVCPATTTTTTTAPTTTTTTTVAPTTTTTTTVAPTTTTTTTTVAPT
TTTSTTTAALTTSTTTTTTAAPTTSRTTITADSTTTVSTTTSSDNSAVSSSYQYYHLLASLVILGRQFH*
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>GSADVT00032828001 assembled CDS
MSLTNGKKLDTRLVFESIGKTSVTTITSTTSTSTSSTSTSSTSTRRPSTTSIRTSSTTETTSTTSDTTGTT
TDTTSTTTDSTSTTSDTTSTTTETTSTTSTTDNTSTSTTTDTTSTTSDTTSTTSQTTSTTSTTDTTSTTE
TTSTTSTTSTTDNTSTSTTSDTTSTTTQTTSTTSTTDTTSTSTTTDSTSTTTDTTSTTTDTTSTTETTST
STTTDSTSTTTQTTSTTSTTDNTSTSTTSDTTSTTSDTTSTTTDTTGTTETTSTSTTTDTTSTXSTTTDS
TSTTTDXTSTTTQTTSTTSTTDNTSTSTTTDSTSTTTQTTSTTSTTDNXSTSTTTDSTSTTTQTTSTTS
TTDNTSTSTTTDSTSTTTQTTSTTSTTDTTSTSTTTDTTSTTTDTTSTTTETTSSTSTTETTSTTSNTTE
TTSSTSTTDTTSTSTTTDTTSTTTDTTSTSTTTTTDTTSTTTDTTTTTTTTDTTTTTTTTETTSTSTITTT
TTTQTTTTTLAPTCADKCPSGASSSDTTTCGRICVTNTVYNVGDTGLCATNSTYCPDGNYTIHRNA
YSTVNFDCANAFGCNAYGGCCTIMVSVALKYLWCISCSYN*
>GSADVT00039047001 assembled CDS
MSFRSGTVIIFTCTLDVEDDRKRRRRRQDITEKSSAIYMNLIVRAQYPQQCAGVVQCQKSFQQQVF
SKFMSTRTLSLSPELINGRILPIELKLVTLIENYVSTTAEVQSLSTETSSTLTSTISTTITTTTTSTTSTST
TSTTSTSTTSTSTTSTTTDTTTDTTTDTTTDTTTDTTTDTTTDTTTDTTTDTTNYMAGGTTGMITTIN
SR*
>GSADVT00040224001 assembled CDS
MSLTIVILLLFFINISNNQGCDCPLKDTRDHVRADTGEAQADGQLKCWYVVKDGDARGASFCLYN
TDCTIASDSNEGSCVSSALDTTTTTTTTTGATTTTTTTTGATTTTTTTTGETTTTTTTTGATTTTTTTT
GETTTTTTTGETTTTTTTGETTTSTTTTTTGETTTTTTTGETTTTTTTGETTTTTTTGETTTSTTTTTT
GETTTTTTTTGETTTTTTTTTTGETTTSTVTGETTTSTVTGETTTTTTTGETTTTTTTTTTTTETATIT
VVSGTTTTVAAGTTTTVAAPGTTTTATTVTTSFSTNTTTTSFSTNTTTTSTSTNSEVSSSAINPGKTW
FCCL*
>GSADVT00046106001 assembled CDS
MNILATTTTTTTTTTATAAAAATATATATATAAAAATATATATATSNSNSXSNSNNNSNNNNSNSNSN
SNSNSNSNSNSNNNNNNNNNNKDDDDYRINCYRVIIA*
>GSADVT00057445001 assembled CDS
MNEWSTTQTYSSQHRDTPKTSVENKAISYNTCRRHDNEDRLKDRKKRRCRLFGILLECCGSCSPFC
YGLLLGVLTAGLALAIIMTLWLTSSKQTLTSEELAVQIATSTLSGTTAATTTATTTIASTTASTTASTTV
TTTASTTVTTTVTTTATTTTTASTTVTTTATTTTTASTTVTTTATTTASTAATTTTDGKSYMRVW*
>GSADVT00061999001 assembled CDS
MQMSFNPYVRHQITPYVKREITPYIRQPQPSPYSGSQHSSSPVIILNIEDVRRVPSRTRCSPSLLRGLV
VLTIGLLILSAILIPVLVTVLTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTSTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTSTTTTTTA
TTTTTIVG*
>GSADVT00062000001 assembled CDS
MIRLQYFSFSFSKCFHFFHFSFYKNIRLDFYQHTMEINPYSTQNRPPVIIINFQSRRNQRSSSKNNDWI
SYLKLCILATLIGALILACVIIPIIVLVLQSTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
TTTTTSTTTTTTTRKSILVKIVYEFFFIFYFSLTMNI*
>GSADVT00066023001 assembled CDS
MNCGKSNREECSEECAAGNTESELEEYTEIFENLEDYKEDSKKNRPRRQNDDDDDTDTDTDTNDE
EENEEEEADEEEGTTNEEDDEEENKEEENEEEEADEEEGTNNEEDNDEEENEEEEADEEENEEEEK
DEEEGTNNEEDDDDEEDNKEEENDEEEKDEEEGTNNEEDDDDEEDNKEEENEEEEADEEENDEEE
KDEEEGTNNEEDNDEEENEEEEADEEENDEEEKDEEEGTNNEEDNDEEENEEEEADEEENEEEEK
DEEEGTNNEEDDDDEEDNKEEENEEEEDDDDDDNNENNTKEENQEEEKNEEEEDDDDDDDKNN
ENDDNDEEDDKKEEENEEEEDKDNDNESNNKKSKRRN*

!
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!

Appendix B
Additional locations of sequences implicated by pipeline

!
Locations of transposon related sequences in A. pisum

!
GL349625:171457-171849, GL349628:243545-244131, GL349628:313511-313772,
GL349633:1550963-1551142, GL349633:1552638-1552892, GL349633:1556105-1556415,
GL349639:1137260-1137846, GL349641:135734-136074, GL349641:146222-146453,
GL349642:549312-549485, GL349654:1572970-1573299, GL349656:111240-111592,
GL349658:360362-360604, GL349664:503964-504172, GL349665:167794-167967,
GL349666:1167405-1167612, GL349667:1403996-1404196, GL349681:367029-367208,
GL349681:368647-368901, GL349681:475628-476215, GL349688:183265-183515,
GL349712:717480-717749, GL349739:628108-628354, GL349740:322637-322879,
GL349758:122659-123017, GL349775:460346-460554, GL349789:309769-310023,
GL349789:311395-311574, GL349802:208361-208762, GL349828:43568-43813,
GL349842:272912-273315, GL349892:50935-51521, GL349892:55686-56005,
GL349892:59859-60445, GL349921:199931-200117, GL349921:237480-237784,
GL349961:388732-389395, GL349984:329928-330306, GL350044:194023-194248,
GL350134:80974-81200, GL350165:225491-225756, GL350279:96506-96736,
GL350451:17511-17741, GL350459:37333-37570, GL350541:12037-12247,
GL350625:19702-19944, GL350835:19193-19423, GL351068:8971-9856

!

Locations of repetitive sequences in L. bicolor

!

LG_2:185698-185861, LG_5:882440-882670,
LG_5:1852036-1852216, LG_6:164472-164629,
LG_6:2448130-2448285, LG_7:748258-748515,
LG_8:1295653-1295804, scaffold_11:417917-418112, scaffold_15:402152-402316,
scaffold_15:463475-463633, scaffold_15:464952-465112,
scaffold_15:512305-512489, scaffold_20:13836-14000, scaffold_22:8004-8191!

!
!

!
!
!
!
!
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Appendix C
Pipeline Scripts
HGTSearch.pl
# This is the first script in a pipeline for detection of Latera Gene Transfer in eukaryotic genomes.
# It downloads all fungus and bacteria genomes from NCBI, and BLASTs them against a BLAST database
# made from a selected genome. The output is a large FASTA file named "output.fasta" that contains
# pairs of sequences representing both halves of the alignments found by BLAST. The identifiers for the
# sequences contain information on query or subject, kingdom of origin, original name of sequence, length,
# and percent identity of match.

!
!

#!usr/bin/perl
use strict;
use warnings;
use diagnostics;
#!/opt/asn/apps/perl_5.12.3/bin/perl
use Net::FTP;
use Bio::SearchIO;
use Bio::SeqIO;

!

my $dbtaxon;
my $querytaxon;
my $count = 0;
my $totalhits = 0;
my $counter = 0;
my $testcounter = 0;
my $directory;
my $whereami2;
my $glob;
my @fastapieces;
my $piece;
my $piecehandle;
my $piecelet;
my $whereami3;
my $queryfile;
my $searchio;
my $result;
my $hit;
my $hsp;
my $prottesterio;
my $prottestresult;
my $prottesthit;
my $prottesthsp;
my $rnatesterio;
my $rnatestresult;
my $rnatesthit;
my $rnatesthsp;
my $rnacount = 0;
my $protcount = 0;
my $percentrounded;

!
!

print "Program started at ".localtime, "\n";
open (OUTFASTA, ">>output.fasta");
# First, make the required BLAST databases
my $dbfile = "Adineta_vaga.fasta";
$dbtaxon = "animal";
#system ('makeblastdb', '-dbtype', 'nucl', '-in', "$dbfile");
#system ('makeblastdb', '-dbtype', 'prot', '-in', 'universalconserved.fa');
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# Next, log in to the NCBI FTP site, go to the genomes directory, and loop through the taxonomic groups, getting a
listing of all the directories in each
# which is stored in the @directoryfiles array.

!

my $host = "ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov";
my $ftp = Net::FTP->new($host, Timeout => 6000) or die "Can't open $host\n";
my $login = "anonymous";
$ftp->login($login) or die "Can't log in to $host :", $ftp->message;
print "Logged into ", $host, "\n";
my $taxon;
my @taxonomicgroups = ("Fungi", "Bacteria");

!

foreach $taxon (@taxonomicgroups){
$querytaxon = lc($taxon);
my $dir = "/genbank/genomes/$taxon/";
$ftp->cwd($dir) or do {
$ftp = Net::FTP->new($host, Timeout => 6000) or die "Can't open $host\n";
$ftp->login($login) or die "can't login: ", $ftp->message;
$ftp->cwd($dir);
};

!

my $whereami = $ftp->pwd();
print "Changed directory to ", $whereami, "\n\n";
my @directoryfiles = $ftp->ls(".");
print join ("\n", @directoryfiles);
print "\n";

#Then, loop through, going into each directory, retrieveing .fna files, making them into one fasta file, and ultimately
blasting them against the
#database genome

!!

GENOMES: foreach $directory (@directoryfiles) {
$counter = 0;
$testcounter = 0;
if ($directory =~ /\./) {
next GENOMES;
}
if ($directory eq "CLUSTERS") {
next GENOMES;
}
if ($directory eq "NZ_AEK01000176") {
next GENOMES;
}
if ($directory eq "ERR") {
next GENOMES;
}
$ftp->cwd($directory) or do {
$ftp = Net::FTP->new($host, Timeout => 6000) or die "Can't open $host\n";
$ftp->login($login) or die "can't login: ", $ftp->message;
$ftp->cwd($dir) or die "can't cwd to $dir: ", $ftp->message;
$ftp->cwd($directory) or die "can't cwd to $directory: ", $ftp->message;
};
$whereami2 = $ftp->pwd();
print "Changed directory to ", $whereami2, "\n";
$glob = '*.fna';
@fastapieces = $ftp->ls($glob);
open (INFASTA, ">>$directory.fa");
foreach $piece (@fastapieces) {
$ftp->get($piece);
print "Downloaded ", $piece, "\n";
open ($piecehandle, '<', $piece);
while ($piecelet = <$piecehandle>) {
print INFASTA $piecelet, "\n";
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!!
!

}
close ($piecehandle);
system ('rm', ${piece});
}
$ftp->cdup() or do {
$ftp = Net::FTP->new($host, Timeout => 6000) or die "Can't open $host\n";
$ftp->login($login) or die "can't login: ", $ftp->message;
$ftp->cwd($dir) or die "can't cwd to $dir: ", $ftp->message;
};
$whereami3 = $ftp->pwd();
print "changed directory to ", $whereami3, "\n";
close (INFASTA);
print "Created fasta file ", $directory, ".fa\n";
$queryfile = "$directory.fa";

# Then, BLAST the query against the database:
print "Performing BLAST search of ", $directory, "against ", $dbfile, ".\n";
system ("blastn -query $queryfile -db $dbfile -out outfile.txt -reward 1 -penalty -1 -gapopen 5 gapextend 2 -word_size 11 -num_threads 4");
$count++;
print "count = $count\n";
system ('rm', "$directory.fa");
# And parse and filter the results:
$searchio = Bio::SearchIO->new( -format => 'blast',
-file => 'outfile.txt');
while( $result = $searchio->next_result ) {
FILTER2:while( $hit = $result->next_hit ) {
while( $hsp = $hit->next_hsp ) {
if( ($hsp->length('total') >= 100) ) {
$counter++;
$percentrounded = sprintf "%.0f", $hsp->percent_identity;
my $querydescription = $result->query_description;
$querydescription =~ s/\s+//g;
print OUTFASTA ">", $querytaxon, "|", $queryfile, "|", $querydescription,
"|", $hsp>start('query'), "-", $hsp->end('query'),
"|eval", $hsp>expect, "|score", $hsp->score,
"|len",
$hsp->hsp_length,
"|%id", $percentrounded,
"|querystring\n ", $hsp->query_string, "\n",
">", $dbtaxon, "|", $dbfile, "|", $hit->name,
"|", $hsp>start('hit'), "-", $hsp->end('hit'),
"|eval", $hsp>expect, "|score", $hsp->score,
"|len",
$hsp->hsp_length,
"|%id", $percentrounded,
"|hitstring\n", $hsp->hit_string, "\n";
$totalhits ++;
next FILTER2;
}
}
}
}
print $count, " genomes blasted against ", $dbfile,;
print " for a total of ", $totalhits, " hits at ".localtime, ".\n";
}
}
close (OUTFASTA);

!

exit;
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HGTSearchEnsemblFungi.pl
# This script downloads all fungus genomes from ENSEMBL, and BLASTs them against a BLAST
database
# made from a selected genome. The output is a large FASTA file named "output.fasta" that contains
# pairs of sequences representing both halves of the alignments found by BLAST. The identifiers for the
# sequences contain information on query or subject, kingdom of origin, original name of sequence, length,
# and percent identity of match.

!
!

#!usr/bin/perl
use strict;
use warnings;
#!/opt/asn/apps/perl_5.12.3/bin/perl
use Net::FTP;
use Bio::SearchIO;
use Bio::SeqIO;

!

my $dbtaxon;
my $querytaxon;
my $host;
my $count = 0;
my $totalhits = 0;
my $counter = 0;
my $testcounter = 0;
my $directory;
my $directoryname;
my $whereami2;
my $glob;
my @fastafile;
my $fasta;
my $whereami3;
my $queryfile;
my $searchio;
my $result;
my $hit;
my $hsp;
my $prottesterio;
my $prottestresult;
my $prottesthit;
my $prottesthsp;
my $rnatesterio;
my $rnatestresult;
my $rnatesthit;
my $rnatesthsp;
my $rnacount = 0;
my $protcount = 0;
my $percentrounded;

!

print "Program started at ".localtime, "\n";
open (OUTFASTA, ">>outputensembl.fasta");
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!

# First, make the required BLAST databases
my $dbfile = "Adineta_vaga.fasta";
$dbtaxon = "animal";
#system ('makeblastdb', '-dbtype', 'nucl', '-in', "$dbfile");

!

# Next, log in to the Ensembl FTP site, go to the genomes directory, and loop through the taxonomic
groups, getting
# a listing of all the directories in each
# which is stored in the @directoryfiles array.

!

$host = "ftp.ensemblgenomes.org";
my $ftp = Net::FTP->new($host, Timeout => 6000) or die "Can't open $host\n";
my $login = "anonymous";
$ftp->login($login) or die "Can't log in to $host :", $ftp->message;
print "Logged into ", $host, "\n";
my $taxon;
my @taxonomicgroups = ("Fungi");

!

foreach $taxon (@taxonomicgroups){
print "Taxon is ", $taxon, "\n";
$querytaxon = lc($taxon);
my $dir = "/pub/$querytaxon/release-23/fasta/";
$ftp->cwd($dir) or do {
$ftp = Net::FTP->new($host, Timeout => 6000) or die "Can't open $host\n";
$ftp->login($login) or die "can't login: ", $ftp->message;
$ftp->cwd($dir);
};

!

my $whereami = $ftp->pwd();
print "Changed directory to ", $whereami, "\n\n";
my @directoryfiles = $ftp->ls(".");
print join ("\n", @directoryfiles);
print "\n";

#Then, loop through, going into each directory, retrieveing .fna files, making them into one fasta file, and
ultimately blasting them against the
#database genome

!!
#
#
#

GENOMES: foreach $directory (@directoryfiles) {
$counter = 0;
$testcounter = 0;
$directoryname = $directory."/dna/";
print "directoryname: ", $directory, "\n";
if ($directory =~ /\./) {
next GENOMES;
}
$ftp->cwd($directoryname) or do {
$ftp = Net::FTP->new($host, Timeout => 6000) or die "Can't open $host\n";
$ftp->login($login) or die "can't login: ", $ftp->message;
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$ftp->cwd($dir) or die "can't cwd to $dir: ", $ftp->message;
$ftp->cwd($directoryname) or die "can't cwd to $directoryname: ", $ftp->message;
};
$whereami2 = $ftp->pwd();
print "Changed directory to ", $whereami2, "\n";
$glob = '*.dna_rm.genome.fa.gz';
@fastafile = $ftp->ls($glob);
print "fastafile:", @fastafile, "\n";
foreach $fasta (@fastafile) {
$queryfile = $fasta;
$ftp->binary();
$ftp->get($fasta) or die "get failed";
print "Downloaded ", $fasta, "\n";
system ("gunzip $fasta");
}

!!
!!

$ftp->cwd("/pub/$querytaxon/release-23/fasta/") or do {
$ftp = Net::FTP->new($host, Timeout => 6000) or die "Can't open $host\n";
$ftp->login($login) or die "can't login: ", $ftp->message;
$ftp->cwd($dir) or die "can't cwd to $dir: ", $ftp->message;
};
$whereami3 = $ftp->pwd();
print "changed directory to ", $whereami3, "\n";
chop($queryfile);
print $queryfile, "\n";
chop($queryfile);
print $queryfile, "\n";
chop($queryfile);
print "queryfile:", $queryfile, "\n";

# Then, BLAST the query against the database:
print "Performing BLAST search of ", $queryfile, " against ", $dbfile, ".\n";
system ("blastn -query $queryfile -db $dbfile -out outfile.txt -reward 1 -penalty -1 gapopen 5 -gapextend 2 -word_size 11 -num_threads 4");
$count++;
print "count = $count\n";
system ('rm', $queryfile);

!

# And parse and filter the results:
$searchio = Bio::SearchIO->new( -format => 'blast',
-file => 'outfile.txt');
while( $result = $searchio->next_result ) {
FILTER2:while( $hit = $result->next_hit ) {
while( $hsp = $hit->next_hsp ) {
if( ($hsp->length('total') >= 100) ) {
$counter++;
$percentrounded = sprintf "%.0f", $hsp>percent_identity;
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my $querydescription = $result->query_description;
$querydescription =~ s/\s+//g;
print OUTFASTA ">", $querytaxon, "|", $queryfile, "|", $querydescription,
"|", $hsp->start('query'), "-", $hsp->end('query'),
"|eval", $hsp->expect, "|score", $hsp->score,
"|len",
$hsp->hsp_length,
"|%id", $percentrounded,
"|querystring\n ", $hsp->query_string, "\n",
">", $dbtaxon, "|", $dbfile, "|", $hit->name,
"|", $hsp->start('hit'), "-", $hsp->end('hit'),
"|eval", $hsp->expect, "|score", $hsp->score,
"|len",
$hsp->hsp_length,
"|%id", $percentrounded,
"|hitstring\n", $hsp->hit_string, "\n";
$totalhits ++;
next FILTER2;
}
}
}
}
print $count, " genomes blasted against ", $dbfile,;
print " for a total of ", $totalhits, " hits at ".localtime, ".\n";
}
}
close (OUTFASTA);

!

exit;

!
!
Filter.pl

#This script filters sequences produced by the previous script (HGTSearch.pl) by removing sequences that
# match to protein, rRNA, and TE databases.

!
!

#!/opt/asn/apps/perl_5.12.3/bin/perl
use Bio::SeqIO;
use Bio::SearchIO;
use strict;
use warnings;

!

my $protcount = 0;
my $rnacount = 0;
my $tecount = 0;
my $candidatehit = 0;
my $prottesterio;
my $prottestresult;
my $prottesthit;
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my $prottesthsp;
my $rnatesterio;
my $rnatestresult;
my $rnatesthit;
my $rnatesthsp;
my $tetesterio;
my $tetestresult;
my $tetesthit;
my $tetesthsp;
my $testfile = "rotiferoutput.fasta";
my $format = "fasta";
my $seqio_object = Bio::SeqIO->new(-file => $testfile, -format => $format);
open (OUTPUT, '>>filteredrotiferoutput.fasta');

!

FILTER: while (my $seq_object = $seqio_object->next_seq()) {
my $seq = $seq_object->seq();
my $seqid = $seq_object->display_id();
print "starting loop with ", $seqid, "\n";
open (TESTER, '>tester.txt');
print TESTER ">test\n", $seq, "\n";
# blast sequence against repbase database of repeats and transposoons and reject sequences that
match substantially
#
system ('blastn', '-query', 'tester.txt', '-db', 'repbase.fasta', '-out', 'outfile2.txt', '-num_threads', '4');
#
$tetesterio = Bio::SearchIO->new( -format => 'blast',
#
-file => 'outfile2.txt');
#
while( $tetestresult = $tetesterio->next_result ) {
#
while( $tetesthit = $tetestresult->next_hit ) {
#
while ( $tetesthsp = $tetesthit->next_hsp ) {
#
if (($tetesthsp->length ('total')) > 100 and
#
$tetesthsp->evalue <= 0.001 ) {
#
$tecount++;
#
$seq_object = $seqio_object->next_seq();
#
my $seqid = $seq_object->display_id();
#
print "repbase reject\n";
#
print "skipping", $seqid, "\n";
#
next FILTER;
#
}
#
}
#
}
#
}
#blast sequence against rRNA database and reject sequences with substantial matches
#
system ('blastn', '-query', 'tester.txt', '-db', 'universalrRNAs.fasta', '-out', 'outfile3.txt', 'num_threads', '4');
#
$rnatesterio = Bio::SearchIO->new( -format => 'blast',
#
-file => 'outfile3.txt');
#
while( $rnatestresult = $rnatesterio->next_result ) {
#
#print "rna result\n";
#
while ( $rnatesthit = $rnatestresult->next_hit ) {
#
#print "rna result\n";
#
while ( $rnatesthsp = $rnatesthit->next_hsp ) {
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#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

#print "rna hsp\n";
if (($rnatesthsp->length ('total')) >= 100 and
$rnatesthsp->evalue <= 0.0001 ) {
$rnacount++;
print "rRNA reject: $seqid\n";
$seq_object = $seqio_object->next_seq();
my $seqid = $seq_object->display_id();
print "skipping", $seqid, "\n\n";
next FILTER;
}
}
}
}
#if sequence passes rRNA test too, blast it against universal protein database, and if it passes that,

keep it
system ('blastx', '-query', 'tester.txt', '-db',
'universalconserved.fasta', '-out', 'outfile4.txt', '-num_threads', '4');
$prottesterio = Bio::SearchIO->new( -format => 'blast',
-file => 'outfile4.txt');
while( $prottestresult = $prottesterio->next_result ) {
#print "protein result\n";
while( $prottesthit = $prottestresult->next_hit ) {
#print "protein hit\n";
while ( $prottesthsp = $prottesthit->next_hsp ) {
#print "protein hsp\n";
#print "protein hsp percid: ", $prottesthsp->percent_identity,
"\n";
if (($prottesthsp->length ('total')) > 30 and
$prottesthsp->evalue <= 0.0001 ) {
print "protein hsp length: ", $prottesthsp->length
('total'), "\n";
print "protein hsp evalue: ", $prottesthsp->evalue , "\n";
$protcount++;
print "protein reject: $seqid\n";

!

$seq_object = $seqio_object->next_seq();
my $seqid = $seq_object->display_id();
print "skipping", $seqid, "\n\n";
next FILTER;
}
}
}
}
print OUTPUT ">", $seqid, "\n", $seq, "\n";
print "*candidate hit found, printing to file*:$seqid\n";
$candidatehit++;
$seq_object = $seqio_object->next_seq();
$seq = $seq_object->seq();
$seqid = $seq_object->display_id();
print OUTPUT ">", $seqid, "\n", $seq, "\n";
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!

print "*also printing $seqid to file\n\n";
next FILTER;

}
print "tecount = ", $tecount, "\n rnacount = ", $rnacount, "\n protcount = ", $protcount, "\n", "candidate hit
count = ", $candidatehit, "\n\n";
close(OUTPUT);
exit;

Phyloget.pl
#!/opt/asn/apps/perl_5.12.3/bin/perl

!

#
This script takes as its input "filteredoutput.fasta," which is the output of the previous script in the
lateral gene transfer pipeline.
#
The sequences are paired. Each pair contains the query and subject sequences from the an initial
BLAST search (earlier in the pipeline)
#
between two distantly related genomes. For each pair of sequences, query and hit, this script gets
BLAST matches from the appropriate
#
kingdom using aliased nt databases, generating a file that contains the top matches from each species
within its kingdom, not including
#
matches that are identical to the original sequence. These sequences will be fed into the next script
for alignment and phylogeny construction.
#
#
The output is a series of fasta files, each having the original query and subject sequences, as well as
their respective matches. The query
#
and subject sequences have identifiers that start with "+QUERY" or "+SUBJECT" so that they can be
easily identified later. The
#
identifiers for the matches start with the kingdoms of the organisms, so that the final phylogenies will
be easy to interpret, both
#
visually and by coding.
#
#
The looping through the SEQUENCE while loop allows for alternating between subject and query
sequences. In hindsight, it would have been
#
simpler to put individual "if" statements on each part that is different between the two, but I had
already written it this way when that
#
occurred to me.

!

use Bio::Seq;
use Bio::SeqIO;
use Bio::SearchIO;
use strict;
use warnings;

!!

my $phylogetcount = 0;
my $namecount = 1;
my $kingdom;
my $outobj;
my $inobj;
#read filteredoutputfile
my $in = Bio::SeqIO->new(-file => "<output.fasta", -format => "Fasta");
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SEQUENCE: while (my $inobj = $in->next_seq()){
#
if ($namecount < 8402){
#
print $namecount, "\n";
#
$namecount += 1;
#
next SEQUENCE;
#
}
my @genusspecieslist = [];
my $seq = $inobj->seq();
my $id = $inobj->display_id();
#Knowing that the input ids start with the kingdom, split id on "|" and take the first part as
$kingdom
if($id =~ m/^(.*?)\|/){
$kingdom = $1;
$kingdom = lc($kingdom);
print "Kingdom: ", $kingdom, "\n";
}
if ($phylogetcount == 0){
$outobj = Bio::SeqIO->new(-file => ">>/scratch-local/uahdegrotifer/phyloseqs/
phyloseqs$namecount.txt", -format => "Fasta");
#add query sequence and identifier to file
print $id, "\n";
$id =~ s/\s+//g;
print $id, "\n";
$id =~ s/>|:|;|,|\.|\(|\)//g;
print $id, "\n";
my $queryid = "+QUERY" . $id;
my $queryobj = Bio::Seq->new(-seq => $seq, -alphabet => "dna", -display_id =>
$queryid, -format => "Fasta");
$outobj->write_seq($queryobj);
#create file for blast query
my $blastoutobj = Bio::SeqIO->new(-file => ">phyloseq.txt", -format => "Fasta");
$blastoutobj->write_seq($inobj);
#run query blast
system ("blastn -query phyloseq.txt -db $kingdom -reward 1 -penalty -1 -gapopen 5 gapextend 2 -word_size 11 -out phylout.txt -num_threads 4 -num_alignments 50 -num_descriptions 50");
#add results to file
my $inparse = new Bio::SearchIO(-format => 'blast', -file => 'phylout.txt');
while (my $result = $inparse -> next_result ) {
while (my $hit = $result -> next_hit ) {
my $hsp = $hit -> next_hsp ;
if (defined $hsp){
my $hsplength = $hsp -> length('total');
if ($hsplength < 100){
next;
}
my $percentid = $hsp -> percent_identity ;
if ($percentid == 100){
next;
}
my $hitstring = $hsp ->hit_string;
my $description = $hit ->description;
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#clean up ids and get first two words, assuming they're genus
and species (they often are)
$description =~ s/>|:|;|,|\.|\(|\)//g;
my ($genus, $species) = (split /\s+/, $description)[0,1];
my $genusspecies = $genus . $species;
if ($genusspecies ~~ @genusspecieslist) {
next;
}
push (@genusspecieslist, $genusspecies);
my $displayid = $kingdom . $genus . $species;
print "$displayid$percentid\n";
my $blastinobj = Bio::Seq->new(-seq => $hitstring, -alphabet
=> "dna", -display_id => $displayid, -format => "Fasta");
$outobj->write_seq($blastinobj);
}
}
}
$phylogetcount = 1;
next SEQUENCE;
}
if ($phylogetcount == 1){
#add subject sequence and identifier to file
$id =~ s/\s+//g;
$id =~ s/>|:|;|,|\.|\(|\)//g;
my $subjectid = "+SUBJECT" . $id;
my $subjectobj = Bio::Seq->new(-seq => $seq, -alphabet => "dna", -display_id =>
$subjectid, -format => "Fasta");
$outobj->write_seq($subjectobj);
#create file for blast query
my $blastoutobj = Bio::SeqIO->new(-file => ">phyloseq.txt", -format => "Fasta");
$blastoutobj->write_seq($inobj);
#run subject blast
system ("blastn -query phyloseq.txt -db $kingdom -reward 1 -penalty -1 -gapopen 5 gapextend 2 -word_size 11 -out phylout.txt -num_threads 4 -num_descriptions 50 -num_alignments 50");
#add results to file
my $inparse = new Bio::SearchIO(-format => 'blast', -file => 'phylout.txt');
while (my $result = $inparse -> next_result ) {
while (my $hit = $result -> next_hit ) {
my $hsp = $hit -> next_hsp ;
if (defined $hsp){
my $hsplength = $hsp -> length('total');
if ($hsplength < 100){
next;
}
my $percentidentity = $hsp -> percent_identity;
if ($percentidentity == 100){
next;
}
my $hitstring = $hsp ->hit_string;
my $description = $hit ->description;
$description =~ s/>|:|;|,|\.|\(|\)//g;
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my ($genus, $species) = (split /\s+/, $description)[0, 1];
my $genusspecies = $genus . $species;
if ($genusspecies ~~ @genusspecieslist){
next;
}
push (@genusspecieslist, $genusspecies);
my $displayid = $kingdom . $genus . $species;
print "$displayid$percentidentity\n";
my $blastinobj = Bio::Seq->new(-seq => $hitstring, -alphabet
=> "dna", -display_id => $displayid, -format => "Fasta");
$outobj->write_seq($blastinobj);
}
}
}
$phylogetcount = 0;
$namecount += 1;
next SEQUENCE;
}
}

!

Phylalign.pl

!
#
#
#
#
#
#

!

This script takes the numbered output files of the previous script in the pipeline (phyloget.pl)
and generates alignments for each one using muscle. The alignments are improved by maxalign,
which determines by a heuristic which sequences to remove from the alignment in order to
maximize informative (gapless) sequencing area. Then muscle is used to produce a Newick format
tree from that alignment. The script cleans up after itself by removing the intermediate files.
At the moment, some of the cleanup lines are commented out so that I can inspect the alignments.

use strict;
use warnings;
use Bio::AlignIO;
my $seqcount = $ARGV[0];
my $inputfilename = 'phyloseqs' . $seqcount . '.txt';
my $alnoutputfilename = 'phyloseqs' . $seqcount . 'aln.fasta';
my $outputfilename = 'phyloseqs' . $seqcount . '.tre';
while (-e $inputfilename){
system("./muscle -in $inputfilename -fastaout $alnoutputfilename");
system("perl maxalign.pl -a $alnoutputfilename");
system("./muscle -maketree -in heuristic.fsa -out $outputfilename");
system("rm heuristic.fsa");
#system("rm $inputfilename");
#system("rm $alnoutputfilename");
$seqcount += 1;
$inputfilename = 'phyloseqs' . $seqcount . '.txt';
$alnoutputfilename = 'phyloseqs' . $seqcount . 'aln.fasta';
$outputfilename = 'phyloseqs' . $seqcount . '.tre';
}
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!
Treepicker.pl
# This script tests Newick format trees, finding those that may indicate LGT, and resaving them
# under new names
#
# It takes as it's input the output of the previous script in the pipeline (phylalign.pl), which
# are a series of numbered newick trees in the form phyloseqs[number].tre.
#
# Trees that may indicate LGT are output in the form finaltree[number].tre, with the original
# number retained in order to backtrack for analysis.
#
# Trees that have only one sequence from either kingdom, which often indicate genome contamination,
# are saved in the form singletree[number].tre, also retaining the original number.
#
#Trees that have only one or a few sequences from one kingdom, and that have that sequence or sequences
#branching internally to the tree made up of sequences from the other kingdom, are saved as
#singleinternaltrees.

!
!

#!/usr/bin/perl
use strict;
use warnings;
use Bio::TreeIO;

!

my $treein;
my $treeout;
my $treeoutsingle;
my $treeoutsingleinternal;
my $tree;
my $root;
my $rootid;
my $childnode;
my $childnodeid;
my $node;
my $nodeid;
my $subjectkingdom;
my $querykingdom;
my $subjectnode;
my $querynode;
my $subjectquerylca;
my $subjectquerylcaid;
my $kingdom1nodenumber;
my $kingdom2nodenumber;
my $kingdom1;
my $kingdom2;
my $kingdom1lca;
my $kingdom1lcaid;
my $kingdom2lca;
my $kingdom2lcaid;
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my $kingdom2lcadescendent;
my $kingdom2lcadescendentid;
my $kingdom1lcadescendent;
my $kingdom1lcadescendentid;
my $kingdom1monophyly;
my $kingdom2monophyly;
my $re;
my $trimcount;
my $allkingdom1lcadescendentsarekingdom1;
my $allkingdom2lcadescendentsarekingdom2;
my $SubandQuerDescendFromKingdom1LCA;
my $SubandQuerDescendFromKingdom2LCA;

!

# Initialize filenames. $treecount will be incremented at the end of the loop, and filenames redefined.
my $treecount = 90001;
my $treeinfile = "phyloseqs" . $treecount . ".tre";
my $treeoutfile = ">finaltree" . $treecount . ".tre";
my $singletreeoutfile = ">singletree" . $treecount . ".tre";
my $singleinternaltreeoutfile = ">singleinternaltree" . $treecount . ".tre";

!

# Go through files, starting at 1, until all have been analyzed.
TREE:while (-e $treeinfile){
print "\n", $treeinfile, "\n";
# Read in tree
$treein = new Bio::TreeIO(-file => $treeinfile, -format => "newick");
$tree = $treein->next_tree;

!

#

#

# Reset some variables that need to refresh each time through the loop
my @subjectquerynodes;
my @kingdom1nodes;
my @kingdom2nodes;
my @kingdom1nodesNoSubNoQuer;
my @kingdom2nodesNoSubNoQuer;
undef $kingdom1;
undef $kingdom2;
# Go through each leaf node of the tree, identifying the SUBJECT and QUERY nodes,
# then define the two kingdoms
for $node ($tree->get_leaf_nodes){
$nodeid = $node->id;
#print $nodeid, "\n";
if ($nodeid =~ /^SUBJECT/){
print "nodeid is ", $nodeid, "\n";
push (@subjectquerynodes, $node);
if ($nodeid =~ /(plant|animal|fungi|protist|bacteria|archaea)/){
$subjectkingdom = $1;
$subjectnode = $node;
}
}
if ($nodeid =~ /^QUERY/){
print "nodeid is ", $nodeid, "\n";
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push (@subjectquerynodes, $node);
if ($nodeid =~ /(plant|animal|fungi|protist|bacteria|archaea)/){
$querykingdom = $1;
$querynode = $node;
}
}
if (!(defined $kingdom1)){
if ($nodeid =~ /(^plant|^animal|^fungi|^protist|^bacteria|^archaea)/){
$kingdom1 = $1;
}
}
if (!(defined $kingdom2)){
if ($nodeid =~ /(^plant|^animal|^fungi|^protist|^bacteria|^archaea)/){
if ($kingdom1 ne $1){
$kingdom2 = $1;
}
}
}
}
# trim off any basal leaf nodes, repeat six times, redefining root each time (also serves to reject
very small trees)
#
$trimcount = 1;
#
while ($trimcount < 7){
# Get root node ID
$root = $tree->get_root_node;
$rootid = $root->internal_id;
#
for $childnode ($root->each_Descendent){
#
$childnodeid = $childnode->internal_id;
#
if (($childnodeid == $subjectnode->internal_id)||($childnodeid == $querynode>internal_id)){
#
next;
#
} else {
#
if ($childnode->is_Leaf){
#
$tree->splice(-remove_id => $childnode->id, preserve_lengths => 1);
#
}
#
}
#
}
#
$trimcount +=1;
#
}
# Create arrays of the two kingdoms, and retain copies that do not inclued the subject and query
for $node ($tree->get_leaf_nodes){
$nodeid = $node->id;
if (defined $kingdom1){
$re = qr/^$kingdom1/;
if ($nodeid =~ $re){
push (@kingdom1nodes, $node);
}
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}
if (defined $kingdom2){
$re = qr/^$kingdom2/;
if ($nodeid =~ $re){
push (@kingdom2nodes, $node);
}
}

!

}
@kingdom1nodesNoSubNoQuer = @kingdom1nodes;
@kingdom2nodesNoSubNoQuer = @kingdom2nodes;

#

# Add the QUERY and SUBJECT leaf nodes to their appropriate kingdom arrays
if (defined $kingdom1){
if ($kingdom1 eq $subjectkingdom){
push (@kingdom1nodes, $subjectnode);
}
if ($kingdom1 eq $querykingdom){
push (@kingdom1nodes, $querynode);
}
}
if (defined $kingdom2){
if ($kingdom2 eq $subjectkingdom){
push (@kingdom2nodes, $subjectnode);
}
if ($kingdom2 eq $querykingdom){
push (@kingdom2nodes, $querynode);
}
}
# Get the number of leaf nodes that belong to each kingdom
$kingdom1nodenumber = scalar @kingdom1nodes;
print "There are ", $kingdom1nodenumber, $kingdom1, "nodes.\n";

#

$kingdom2nodenumber = scalar @kingdom2nodes;
print "There are ", $kingdom2nodenumber, $kingdom2, "nodes.\n";

!
!

# If either of the kingdoms has only the SUBJECT or QUERY sequence in it and one or two other
sequences, save it as a singletree
# Save single trees that have an internally branching subject or query as a singleinternaltree
if (($kingdom1nodenumber < 2)||($kingdom2nodenumber < 2)){
print "Tree with single sequence from one kingdom found and saved.\n";
for $childnode ($root -> each_Descendent){
$childnodeid = $childnode -> internal_id;
print "childnodeid: ", $childnodeid, "\n";
if ((($childnodeid == $subjectnode -> internal_id)||($childnodeid == $querynode
-> internal_id))&&($childnode->is_Leaf)){
$treeoutsingle = new Bio::TreeIO(-file => $singletreeoutfile, format => "newick");
$treeoutsingle -> write_tree($tree);
$treecount += 1;
$treeinfile = "phyloseqs" . $treecount . ".tre";
$treeoutfile = ">finaltree" . $treecount . ".tre";
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$singletreeoutfile = ">singletree" . $treecount . ".tre";
$singleinternaltreeoutfile = ">singleinternaltree" . $treecount .
".tre";
next TREE;

!

} else {

$treeoutsingleinternal = new Bio::TreeIO(-file =>
$singleinternaltreeoutfile, -format => "newick");
$treeoutsingleinternal -> write_tree($tree);
$treecount += 1;
$treeinfile = "phyloseqs" . $treecount . ".tre";
$treeoutfile = ">finaltree" . $treecount . ".tre";
$singletreeoutfile = ">singletree" . $treecount . ".tre";
$singleinternaltreeoutfile = ">singleinternaltree" . $treecount .
".tre";
next TREE;

!

}
}
}

# Find the internal node that is the last common ancestor of the SUBJECT and QUERY sequences
if (scalar @subjectquerynodes == 2){
$subjectquerylca = $tree->get_lca(-nodes => \@subjectquerynodes);
$subjectquerylcaid = $subjectquerylca->internal_id;
} else {
print "missing subject or query \n";
$treecount += 1;
$treeinfile = "phyloseqs" . $treecount . ".tre";
$treeoutfile = ">finaltree" . $treecount . ".tre";
$singletreeoutfile = ">singletree" . $treecount . ".tre";
$singleinternaltreeoutfile = ">singleinternaltree" . $treecount . ".tre";

#

!

next TREE;
}
# Get the last common ancestor for kingdom 2 non subject and query
if (scalar @kingdom2nodesNoSubNoQuer >= 2) {
$kingdom2lca = $tree->get_lca(-nodes => \@kingdom2nodesNoSubNoQuer);
$kingdom2lcaid = $kingdom2lca->internal_id;
print "The ", $kingdom2, " lca node is ", $kingdom2lcaid, ".\n";

#
}

#

!

# Get the last common ancestor for kingdom 1 non subject and query
if (scalar @kingdom1nodesNoSubNoQuer >= 2) {
$kingdom1lca = $tree->get_lca(-nodes => \@kingdom1nodesNoSubNoQuer);
$kingdom1lcaid = $kingdom1lca->internal_id;
print "The ", $kingdom1, " lca node is ", $kingdom1lcaid, ".\n";
}
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# Test if all descendents (other than subject and query) of kingdom 2 LCA belong to kingdom 2
my $kingdom2matchcount = 0;
my $kingdom2mismatchcount = 0;
for $kingdom2lcadescendent ($kingdom2lca->get_all_Descendents){
$kingdom2lcadescendentid = $kingdom2lcadescendent->id;
#print $kingdom2lcadescendentid, "\n";
if (($kingdom2lcadescendentid =~ /^$kingdom2/)or($kingdom2lcadescendentid
=~ /^SUBJECT$kingdom2/)or($kingdom2lcadescendentid =~ /^QUERY$kingdom2/)){
$kingdom2matchcount += 1;
}
if (($kingdom2lcadescendentid =~ /^$kingdom1/)or($kingdom2lcadescendentid
=~ /^SUBJECT$kingdom1/)or($kingdom2lcadescendentid =~ /^QUERY$kingdom1/)){
$kingdom2mismatchcount += 1;
}
}
if (($kingdom2matchcount == $kingdom2nodenumber) && ($kingdom2mismatchcount == 0)){
#
print "kingdom 2 lca descendents all belong to kingdom 2\n";
$allkingdom2lcadescendentsarekingdom2 = "TRUE";
#
if (($kingdom2matchcount/($kingdom1nodenumber+$kingdom2nodenumber))>.40){
#
$treecount += 1;
#
$treeinfile = "phyloseqs" . $treecount . ".tre";
#
$treeoutfile = ">finaltree" . $treecount . ".tre";
#
$singletreeoutfile = ">singletree" . $treecount . ".tre";
#
next TREE;
#
}
} else {
#
print "Kingdom 2 lca descendents do not all belong to kingdom 2\n";
$allkingdom2lcadescendentsarekingdom2 = "FALSE";
}

!

# Test if all descendents (other than subject and query) of kingdom 1 LCA belong to kingdom 1
my $kingdom1matchcount = 0;
my $kingdom1mismatchcount = 0;
for $kingdom1lcadescendent ($kingdom1lca->get_all_Descendents){
$kingdom1lcadescendentid = $kingdom1lcadescendent->id;
#print $kingdom1lcadescendentid, "\n";
if (($kingdom1lcadescendentid =~ /^$kingdom1/)or($kingdom1lcadescendentid
=~ /^SUBJECT$kingdom1/)or($kingdom1lcadescendentid =~ /^QUERY$kingdom1/)){
$kingdom1matchcount += 1;
}
if (($kingdom1lcadescendentid =~ /^$kingdom2/)or($kingdom1lcadescendentid
=~ /^SUBJECT$kingdom2/)or($kingdom1lcadescendentid =~ /^QUERY$kingdom2/)){
$kingdom1mismatchcount += 1;
}
}
if (($kingdom1matchcount == $kingdom1nodenumber) && ($kingdom1mismatchcount == 0)){
#
print "kingdom 1 lca descendents all belong to kingdom 1\n";
$allkingdom1lcadescendentsarekingdom1 = "TRUE";
#
if (($kingdom2matchcount/($kingdom1nodenumber+$kingdom2nodenumber))>.40){
#
$treecount += 1;
#
$treeinfile = "phyloseqs" . $treecount . ".tre";
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#
#
#
#

$treeoutfile = ">finaltree" . $treecount . ".tre";
$singletreeoutfile = ">singletree" . $treecount . ".tre";
next TREE;
}
} else {

#

!!

#

#

print "Kingdom 1 lca descendents do not all belong to kingdom 1\n";
$allkingdom1lcadescendentsarekingdom1 = "FALSE";
}

# Test to see if both the query and subject are descendents of the LCA of Kingdom 1
$SubandQuerDescendFromKingdom1LCA = "FALSE";
my $kingdom1hassubject = "FALSE";
my $kingdom1hasquery = "FALSE";
for $childnode ($kingdom1lca->get_all_Descendents){
$childnodeid = $childnode->id;
if ($childnodeid =~ /^SUBJECT/){
$kingdom1hassubject = "TRUE";
}
if ($childnodeid =~ /^QUERY/){
$kingdom1hasquery = "TRUE";
}
}
if (($kingdom1hassubject eq "TRUE") && ($kingdom1hasquery eq "TRUE")){
print "Both the query and the subject are located in the ", $kingdom1, " branch.\n";
$SubandQuerDescendFromKingdom1LCA = "TRUE";
}
# Test to see if both the query and subject are descendents of the LCA of Kingdom 2
$SubandQuerDescendFromKingdom2LCA = "FALSE";
my $kingdom2hassubject = "FALSE";
my $kingdom2hasquery = "FALSE";
for $childnode ($kingdom2lca->get_all_Descendents){
$childnodeid = $childnode->id;
if ($childnodeid =~ /^SUBJECT/){
$kingdom2hassubject = "TRUE";
}
if ($childnodeid =~ /^QUERY/){
$kingdom2hasquery = "TRUE";
}
}
if (($kingdom2hassubject eq "TRUE") && ($kingdom2hasquery eq "TRUE")){
print "Both the query and the subject are located in the ", $kingdom2, " branch.\n";
$SubandQuerDescendFromKingdom2LCA = "TRUE";
}

!
# Test for conditions that indicate an ideal HGT tree
if ($rootid ne $subjectquerylcaid){
if ($allkingdom1lcadescendentsarekingdom1 eq "TRUE"){
if ($allkingdom2lcadescendentsarekingdom2 eq "TRUE"){
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if (($SubandQuerDescendFromKingdom1LCA eq "TRUE")|
($SubandQuerDescendFromKingdom2LCA eq "TRUE")){
#

print "Ideal LGT tree detected: tree saved.\n";
$treeout = new Bio::TreeIO(-file => $treeoutfile, -format =>

"newick");
$treeout->write_tree($tree);
}
}

!

}
}
# Increment $treecount and redefine file names
$treecount += 1;
$treeinfile = "phyloseqs" . $treecount . ".tre";
$treeoutfile = ">finaltree" . $treecount . ".tre";
$singletreeoutfile = ">singletree" . $treecount . ".tre";
$singleinternaltreeoutfile = ">singleinternaltree" . $treecount . ".tre";

}
exit;

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
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